
《Satori philosophizing》

The author roving through (Lv Xuebing) will take you into a different world,
a world of mind, with cultural science to reveal the truth of the universe.
For the wise, the material is a adornment, happiness can increase your
happiness.Material is endless desire for fools, endless misery.The wise by
cultivation of mind, to seek happiness, fool persistent desire, to seek
happiness.Inner happiness is like a rainbow, roving through from the inside out
in my heart of you.External happiness is like a broken line kite, is teetering rely
upon.

Goal in life is like a lighthouse, always illuminate the direction of life.No goal in
life, people like the walking dead alive, life is decided by the objective world
power.Have a goal in life, our life more positive attitude, the power of life in our
own hands.In the dark, confused, wandering, hesitate to confusion, let's come
up a beacon in the heart, find our course in life.

Human emotion because of so much more lovely, because of the human



emotional so have a nice surprise, with thin and a warm room.Once lost
human feelings, even if you take the hot sunshine can warm people's heart
cooling.Love is great and selfless, in this world there are many people in the
family when danger comes, they are willing to use their own life to save the
family member's life, such affection to warm the whole sky, I touched
you.Friendship is like a cup of fragrant teas, need detail for zha, between
friends everyone knowing smile, every heart is a deep friendship.Friendship
makes us no longer lonely, let our life have color.Love is sacred, is not profane,
love is not the existence of a third party, liang shan bo zhu yingtai touching
every lovers, the vega and struggling waiting also let every lover from loyalty to
love yearning.

Everyone is freedom, if an imperfect person get the absolute freedom, can
only let the people make more mistakes.This is not a perfect world few perfect
people exist.The laws of nature, law is not a person's freedom, is the person's
constraints.So if you want to get more freedom, must constantly improve and
perfect themselves.

Moral quality is indispensable to human society, human and society if missing
morality, society will enter into confusion and disorder.Humans are different
from animals because of the existence of ethical thoughts.Heaven, tunnels,
the basis of humanitarian, also.Everybody chong DE, is the world.Everyone,
without virtue of heaven, tunnels, humanitarian destroyed.

Material role in society is to serve our human, and now this time, the society
we are using physical hurt someone, hurt yourself.

IQ is the source of happiness, is the guarantee of life in an orderly way, is the
basis to solve problems of various kinds.Emotional intelligence is the source of
emotion, is the guarantee of stable relationships, is the basis to solve the
problem of all kinds of feelings.IQ has provided the safeguard for the
correctness of the human behavior, emotional intelligence provides the
guarantee for good relationships.

A wise man should not stay or philosophy of dialectical thinking on this rare book the evil of
human nature, the wise men should be what kind of human nature to think we need?What kind of
good and evil people performance make us happy?Is that human nature makes us physical and
mental health development?What kind of human nature is able to let the healthy development of
the society?Good human nature, like a fresh spring, and the universe and life, like one meter



sunshine, light up the world at the same time, let us feel the warmth.Evil of human nature is
hidden in the stinking skins of an ugly heart, evil human nature as keep on cold days like a steel
knife in the cold wind, tormented soul within.

The objective existence of the world is not entirely materialistic, inner consciousness also is not
ideal, idealism and materialism is a complementary relationship, too idealism and materialism is a
subjective, are the things to extremes.Idealism side can reduce people's desire to reduce the
distress of people, let people find the end-result of the heart.Idealism and makes people from the
other side of the present, live in subjective speculation and fantasies.Materialistic side can make
people more realistic, more objective, more rational.And the other side of the materialist let people
endless desire for material, even lost in the material society.Substance can be used in the service of
human, also can become steel knife injure a human being, is the human have the wisdom to use.

Patriotism is a kind of good quality, patriotic love to lose to the judgment of things, lost's ability to
distinguish right and wrong, good and evil, lose fair and just, it is easy to be used by some
politicians with ulterior motives, as a dog.Everyone should love his own country, but patriotic
need rational, perfect healthy patriotism in need of some good qualities and patriotic this quality
supplement each other.

Marriage in writing letters is a city, there are a lot of people want to go in, there are a lot of people
want to come out, and part of the waiting.But I think the freedom of marriage is not grave,
marriage is like two fish in the water, because they are not in the form of a marriage and lose a bit
of freedom.A wise man will see marriage as a way to improve themselves, learn each other's
advantages in marriage, use the other interests develop a wider range of interests.

The role of religion in society is, in general, the more harm than good.Really bring human interest
is religious culture, after so many years of human evolution, religion was filled with superstition
and ignorance, "christians of sorrow.Unreal there is no such thing as deities, and the truth is never
forever, truth is the source of happiness, is a direction in life, is the ladder of evolution, is behavior
rely upon.Religious beliefs are equal, but religion is close.

Some people think that science and bring social benefits at the same time, also brought harm to the
society.Science brings harm to the society, not science itself, but rather people endless desire and
greed of unlimited access to the commercialization of science.Science make our life more
convenient, promote our happiness.So we should not deny science, should not be against
science.If we focus on science and the harm to the society, we should take attention to their own
desires and greed, we should resist those resources cannot be regenerated, and bring serious
pollution of scientific products to the social environment.

Many people do not understand the superstitions, superstition is before one thing didn't
understand, trust and persistent.Superstition is that of superstitions, superstitious science and
superstition, superstition of foolish and ignorant, so people should abandon superstition.

The outlook on life and values is the human can not lack of ideas, building quality into the outlook



on life, values as the hao bright moon light in the dark night, like the sea trek see the
lighthouse.The outlook on life and values to guide human out of confusion, out of the woods.The
outlook on life and values of the lost, humans will enter into confusion and deprivation, humans
will be lost in the thousands in various fields, including food and clothing live line.A healthy
outlook on life values are the principles of human behavior, is also the source of human sense of
fulfillment.

Ideology and ideas around like a double-edged sword with our physical and mental development
and the development of the society.Good ideology and concept, like a glass of milk, nourishes the
body, nourishing the soul, for the development of the society to the coordinates of the wind.Bad
ideology and conception, such as the heavily, endless pressure, damage to our body, devouring,
erosion of our souls, the ready-made the tumor in the healthy development of the society.

Pathological has become synonymous with this age people psychology, people were all kinds of
morbid psychology is twisted, shall not be relieved.Morbid psychology like a demon, control the
healthy development of the psychological, physical and mental health and well-being devoured by
morbid psychology this demon.Healthy psychology is like the rising sun, vibrant, energetic.

There is sense of responsibility of life is beautiful, life is without sense of responsibility of the self,
subjective, is degraded.Because the family has the sense of responsibility, family became so strong
arms and broad chest.Because has the sense of responsibility to the society, so have a difficult time
in society, to be able to stand up, to sacrifice the ego, can go forward.Because of life have a sense
of responsibility, so would not give up.Without a sense of responsibility of the life is selfish, it is
sad.

Democracy is a demand of civilization and social development to a certain height, part of the right
to return to the public will be able to stop the government's decision to make more
mistakes.Politicians and the public in many areas, many ideas are not perfect, even error under the
premise of the government and the public should restrict each other, in order to prevent the other
party make more mistakes, supervise each other constantly improve themselves, make each other
more and more perfect.

Rely upon philosophy is thinking, is behavior guidelines.Away from the reality of the pure
philosophy was who don't have to have in their breath to the philosophers do.Philosophy should
be specific, should not be abstract.She is a kind of thinking, he is commander of the
behavior.Philosophy is lost now, because has lost the philosophy were supposed to have
function.Lost in their philosophy can match, lost in many a domain in the field of
thousands.Philosophy is should have social guiding function and behavior guidance function.

A sense of humor is the spice of life, is to alleviate embarrassed atmosphere of a welcome
antidote to is to increase the interpersonal relationship, cultivate the feelings of a kind of
wisdom.Humor can gains an enemy, humor can change the others the impression to you, humor
can let yourself and others happier, humor is a rainbow, beautify our life colorful.



Everyone's heart should have a dream, a dream is the man who is positive and happy, no dream
material is of all their power.Have a beautiful dream, we should have perseverance, should be
determined.The poet xu zhimo describing this dream very romantic: "dreams, hold a long pole, the
roving through places greener than green grass."

Many americans have a morbid concept of success, success is not to do to people, but a
"self-actualization".Chinese concept of success is to uphold, morbid self-expression.Success
should build on the basis of health actively, healthy concept of success is a kind of self-realization,
beyond the self, all the volatilization is their potential.As long as life is positive happiness, you
will be successful.As maslow's study, the satisfaction of a housewife can still succeed, still can be
self-fulfilling.Morbid view of success, it will only make us more pain, they distort our
psychology.The success of the health view can increase our happiness, to our physical and mental
health.

Grasping is the source of the sea of distress and trouble, grasping is the source of our subjective, is
fundamental to cause us to lose.Cling to power, people will intrigue against each other in the slave
sneak in the knee, personality of human nature are grand archway will instantly collapse.Cling to
beauty, people will linger in the beauty, modesty. Therefore, only the heart of liu bei.Obsessed
with the material money, people will become philistinism, become secular, healthy moral and
wisdom and we also went away.Cling to the name, people will make all sorts of funny
performance in order to fame.Of fame, fame, just a few more selfish and interests factors, fame is
also no longer is the symbol of authority, prestige and moral.Fame also becomes narrow, fame has
become a form of success.

Enlightened itself with the universe is a highly integration of heaven and earth spirit, is the
ideological culture and the fusion of the flesh.Enlightenment is the instant realization of human
nature, or some professional or problem, but the foundations of enlightenment is
needed.Enlightenment on the IQ, on the methods and technical skills to solve the problem is
higher than the enlightened person.

It is difficult to willpower, the bane of the executioner is a disaster.Have willpower, disaster and
difficulties became small, would not let a person feel fear.Willpower can lead our way, overcome
any difficulties and disasters.

Sensitive this personality is the pros and cons with deposit, there is no sensitive to sort out the pros
and cons of this character, blindly self-training, so sensitive in physiological and thinking at the
same time, to promote the sensitivity of force all kinds of negative emotions will quietly but go to,
let a person become neurotic.Like some people after a sensitive self-training, becomes both
confidence and inferiority.Self-confidence is sensitive to the positive in work, inferiority is
sensitive to negative at work.So we should go to the disadvantages, let sensitive this service with
perfect attitude of human personality.

Sensitive force is to improve the wisdom, insensitive force balance is psychological.Insensitive
force is not an element of wisdom, but plays a certain role in mental health.



Truth is absolute, so there are the conservation law of matter, and so have not born out of
Buddhism, do not scale is not clear, it does not increase, no, think and do, knowledge.The theory
of relativity is used to solve the social problem, it is convenient of the society.Truth argument is
the nature of things, is to guide human and social development forward, theory of relativity
argument was the appearance of things, do not have guiding significance, but it can be very good
to solve the various problems in real life.

People have been focused on the natural environment, relative to the attention of the natural
environment, then focused on human environment will be much less, actually the humanities
environment and the natural environment for human beings is equally important, the natural
environment is our living outside their homes, the humanities environment is our spiritual
home.To protect the natural environment, our outside their homes to healthier, to provide security
for our survival.Guardian good human environment, our spiritual home to become a pure land on
earth.

Some people say that life is a subtraction, considered the addition or subtraction is an
extreme.And I think the addition and subtraction of life is the assurance of an artistic, minus the
questions that have no value, minus some morbid unhealthy, minus some negative, we feel
tired.And then add some healthy, positive, we will constantly improve and perfect and evolution.

Qigong is ten million kinds of way to tone up your body and mind in the science of uniting the one
way, qigong and can't let's go to heaven or the other shore.Word, people do not necessarily
practicing qigong or the science of uniting the enlightenment.Word, enlightenment and
understanding relationship is very important, is not very big relations with the qigong
practice.Practice qigong can refine the psychic, the psychic person not word, enlightenment, it is a
lot of monsters from the psychic personage inside., in principle, not in practicing qigong sat
cross-legged, men of understanding word, enlightenment, the psychic are confused in the psychic
inside.

Culture is also lost, now under the lack of the outlook on life, values, culture into the water of the
month, we only can be seen, but not useful and practical.The water of the month is not in the long
night for us to bring some light.The role of the culture in the society and the function has
disappeared.

Negative emotions cause serious damage to our physical and mental health, he swallowed us
happiness and calm, he robbed of our physical and mental health.Let's all kinds of negative
emotions may not be at ease, not free.Negative emotions is our own heart and make a sword, but
we put these a sword stabbed himself.

Madness and genius are separated a common characteristic is that they are not to be
understood.Nut is not logical, genius is a rigorous logic of thinking.Genius is not understood is
only temporary, genius will try every way to prove that he is right.This no genius in the world, the
so-called genius is just after a hard won the talent, was branded a genius of appellation.



Biological clock of human behavior regularity, healthy mentality and behavior for a long
time, we morbid mentality and behavior was gone.Morbid mentality and behavior for a long time,
our thinking and behavior of health was gone.Good long, evil has been curbed, evil for a long time,
good has been curbed.Some training methods of Buddhism, it combines the characteristics of the
biological clock, make the buddhist experience the Buddha's thought, culture and vows.After a
period of training, the new clock.This is the Buddha's ideology, culture and vows, and your body,
you are in the Buddha, you are a Buddha, you have reached the other shore.Why don't we use the
characteristics of the circadian clock, to improve ourselves, to complete the evolution of our own?

Politics can harm society, also can bring benefits to society, is the harm society is benefit to the
society, it all depends on the concept and quality of politicians.A country's political success or
failure depends on the politician's idea, the quality and ability.Concept of a country's politicians
more perfect, the more quality, the higher the ability is strong, the country will be in the field of
politics and economy, has made them champions of a free world, become the model of the
world.The world needs a good politician, good politicians play an important role in the peace of
the world, a good political home service human social services, they will be on the world's
political stage lasts long.

Read a book, see a ridiculous question, "what is man?"People living on the living level stage is an
animal, just like all the animals have no difference.When people had thought to live in spirit, for
man is man, even a saint.Two level determines the person is?It doesn't seem that this question
should be asked "what is man?"But "what people want to be?"

Live in the phase of the meaning of life is live selfish and narrow-minded.Their meaning and
purpose in life is for the sake of survival.When people had thought to live in the spirit, the
meaning and purpose of life by selfish is a noble, narrow into a perfect, in order to perfect, from
about survival to improve and evolve and survive.

Desire is our own made a sword, we took the sword stab to ourselves.Have the desire is bitter, no
desire is joy.We are staying in the sea of desire, quick propping up the wisdom of bamboo SPAR,
once more is the degree of boats, toward the other side of the relief.

Now very utilitarian education, especially the current education in China, only the pursuit of
achievement scores, grades up quality didn't go up.It is education of the sad, have to say failure on
education.Training comprehensive quality talents, this kind of slogan very ring, don't have to.

Faith sometimes brings us interests, but sometimes also brings us a harm, is faith
characteristics determine the benefits or harm to us.Give us the faith benefit trait is
healthy.Rigorous, scientific, healthy and logical, objective, theory of the health belief
characteristics will serve any faith with perfect posture.Such as religion, science, religion, culture,
religion and so on.These health beliefs will set up a bridge between faiths, between various beliefs
will complement each other, each other with an open attitude to disadvantages to save each
other.Has a harmful effect on our faith is morbid, superstition, ignorance, blind, irrational,



subjective, self closed all pathological characteristics.These morbid faith characteristics will lead
to the conflict and contradiction between faith, will bring serious harm to the society and human,
is not conducive to the faith of their own development.Let's add these good faith in their own faith,
let us in creating a bridge between faiths, datong world, to work together to create a pure land on
earth.

Some experts say pressure is the source of power, medicine said that stress is a negative emotion,
damage to people's physical and mental health.Psychological stress is a kind of morbid reflected,
is the source of all kinds of mental illness and mental illness.Let's open our eye, common search
for perfect health life driving force.Outlook on life, values and personal fulfillment by the health
of these ideas constitute perfect driving force, should replace those made of the concept of
negative emotions and pathological driving force.Pathological driving force is negative, the
correct health concept constitutes the driving force is positive.Human civilization with arrogant
attitude into the 21st century, research into the dynamics of human is becoming more and more
thorough, the health will replace the morbid, perfect will replace the narrow.

Superiority is the lack of moral a morbid confidence, no thought and connotation of cocky, is a
confident self psychological hint.Formed from ideological culture and the connotation of
self-confidence is healthy.Formed by ideology and culture of the pure lotus, confidence is like the
mud of the month we like Adrian, from inside to outside send out the charm, let me forget you, let
you and me.

Competition the concept of torment the human like a demon, the demon unreal pressure effects on
humans, the demons to hurt each other between people, emotional indifference.We need to put the
concept of concise into a sword, chop to these as demon harm our ideas.With mutual benefit
win-win the idea of a good concept to replace the bad competition, marked the human wisdom of
advancing with The Times.

Datong world and personality does not conflict, datong world just refers to reach a consensus on
the most essential thing, such as environmental protection, such as moral humanity and so
on.Advocate environmental protection all over the world can, but it is not equal to every country,
there is no characteristics and personality, personality fully embodied in with what method to deal
with environmental problems.We all the pursuit of morality is not the same as we have no
personality, and with some moral behavior and moral issues have difference, because of objective
factors, so the method to deal with problems will be inconsistent.Let all good ideas, good culture,
good ideology to perfect social service, service to the world, let all agree to datong, the world, to
the pure land in the world.

Instinct driving force is innate, it is a kind of physiological needs and survival needs
motivation.Spiritual driving force is acquired, it is produced by the ideology, culture and
ideology.People's natural instinct forces and animal instinct is no difference, a driving force
driving force of the difference between men and animals is that the day after tomorrow.Innate
instinct driving force is the foundation of survival, is a kind of physiological needs and survival
needs, is also a driving force and the basis of guarantee the day after tomorrow.Guaranteed in



survival, on the premise of physical requirements are modest meet, drive the day after tomorrow is
particularly important, by the ideology, culture and ideological driving force generated by the day
after tomorrow is healthy, positive.Produced by ideology, cultural and ideological motivation, is
an innate power, a kind of sublimate and evolution of the sublimation and evolution of serve an
innate driving force driving force and the day after tomorrow.We are part of the energy in the brain
from the driving force to provide energy for survival instinct.Also can open educational wisdom
for the brain to provide the material and spiritual sublimation and evolution of energy driving
force of the day after tomorrow.An innate driving force is only used to survive, it doesn't make us
away from suffering.The day after tomorrow's driving force is the ideology, culture and ideology
and form, the driving force is healthy, positive, these health actively ideology and ideological role
inside the body, produce good chemical reaction, let a person feel happy and comfortable.

With everyone from the requirement of "civilization conflict between natural instinct", it can be
seen that the narrowness of this theory.The requirements of the civilized society conflict with each
person whether inherent instinct is determined by the quality within each individual.The instinct of
the sage is consistent with the requirements of the civilized society is, the instinct of a civilized
person is close to the requirements of a civilized society, human and animal instincts are and the
requirements of the civilized society is a conflict.Like sexual instinct and the requirements of a
civilized society, people and animals because they have no good accomplishment and correct ideas,
they see their favorite leads to sexual desire, so they're more ease.Civilized society demands for
sexual fidelity, is loyal to the marriage, their instinct and the requirements of the civilized society
there is a conflict.The saints and civilized men because they have good culture and ideology, they
are only recognized marriage within the scope of the sexual instinct, so they didn't have sex
between husband and wife.Put all heterosexual couples, they are only as a friend, don't produce
sexual desire, which is called sublimation.Their sexual instinct has evolved and sublimation, their
sexual instinct is accord with the requirement of a civilized society.

Idolatry is a fool, in the eyes of sages like people being worship is sick.We should not worship
idols, we should put the idol as the ladder of progress, as the goal of transcendence.I have no idols,
any more than I strength is strong, can admit defeat me, and I admire the elite, will be beyond my
goal.I like to learn from them, and surpass them.I do not like to be someone to look up, look up I
am not surpass others in order to get attention, I'm just in order to strengthen their own survival
and to develop their own connotation.

There is no reason the intrepid people mang, a reason is both wise and brave people.No one likes
to do the headstrong, but everyone wants to be a wise, a good man.Fearless can make us fearless
in the storm, fearless can lead us out of any candy.

Individualism can stimulate individual potential, collectivism can stimulate the collective
potential.Individualism and collectivism is a complementary relationship.

In the field of human sexual behavioral decided sex is human sexuality, sexual ideology and
culture.No acquired cultural ideology of the sexual instinct, sex, sexual feelings is narrow, and
even sickly, there is no difference with animals.By the sex culture build sexual instinct, sex, sexual



feelings are healthy, without blemish.Let us the desire of the sea, in the field of sex flush our boat
of life, raise sexual culture sail, let us toward the shore.

Sexual revolution is positive solutions of ideological liberation, this concept allows us to see
sexual behavioral disease with a healthy mentality.While some people see it as the liberation of the
physical organs, and loved.Error of sexuality, sexual ideology leads to sexual immorality,
seriously affect human's physical and mental health, lead to the increasing divorce rate, lead to the
rise of social crimes.We hope that the "sex" no longer has a harmful effect on our physical and
mental, and social.Hope performance towards the shore, to achieve this goal, the only sexual
culture, sexual attitudes and sexual ideology lead people toward healthier and happier.

The concept of "sexual orientation" does not apply to homosexuality and those of gender
confusion.This is similar to the human nature orientation, whether we have the right to choose
evil?Whether we evil orientation for legitimate rights?Evil endorsement and endorsements for
homosexuality is wrong, but we will tolerate mistakes in any one field and decided to change the
wrong people.There are a lot of people in many areas they are healthy, but in some areas they have
some problems in their hearts.Gay and gender confusion is such that they are healthy in other
areas, but only a few problems in the field of sex.We believe in the future, any areas with healthy
concept, culture and ideology leads people to a healthier, happier.

Karma is real, we are the body after death, will exist in the form of information, but only
information, has lost the ability to think.This information may be everlasting forever, won't
die.Each and every one of us thought, speech, behavior, will be recorded in the form of
information.Our every behavior, and comments will be our contact life, in the form of information
recorded (of course, our actions and speech and their relevant).The karma can be eliminated, and
ever survive information are ancient forever.Sooner or later, just like we hurt others, they will be
under the condition of the objective conditions permit will be back to us, we can eliminate this
karma by some moral means.Karma to eliminate, but since we hurt someone, to we use moral
means to eliminate the karma, this process is perfect, everlasting forever.Information is power, but
is not the same as the karma, information force under certain objective conditions will bear fruit.

Dialectics is the product of brain structure, also must keep its prey.This theory is wrong,
dialectical starting from the objective factors and the self experience a kind of self interest
sex.Nerve cells in each time the connection is same or is there any difference, it all depends on the
self experience every time are the same, every time the outside objective factors lead to their own
experience are the same.The same experience, the same objective factors effect on the inner of the
same is bound to accumulate experience and regularity, brain cell connections must be the same,
also must be regularly.No regular brain connection depends on the variation of self experience and
the change of the objective factors lead to the variation of inner experience.In the case of the
unconscious, brain cells are unconscious link, if in the absence of a dream, the brain cells connect
is the natural order.In the dream, the brain cells of connection will be disordered.Unconscious
state of brain cells connect is to add energy to the brain and maintain vital signs.In conscious state,
the brain cell command by consciousness, brain connections, are no longer decided by brain
structure.What brain cell connections, we performed by self experience and objective of the



impact of psychological factors, so the dialectics is not just a product of the brain structure, in
conscious state, noble and healthy dialectics can be made for brain cells and the output
energy.Brain structure itself is not entirely decided to our way of thinking and concrete links to
every nerve cells.

Present any kind of socialism itself can serve the society with perfect posture, investigate its
reason, is an external world rapidly, many new problems and difficulties in the rapidly changing,
any kind of socialist theory, the method to solve the problem, is to solve the current problems and
difficulties, even when a socialist some forward-looking, forecasts the future of all the
problems.So any kind of socialism, just as the change of the objective world constantly give some
new method to solve the problem, the technical skills and instructive theory, believe any a kind of
socialism success, not failure.Not the success of any a kind of socialism the socialist itself, but the
people in the belief that gave her health connotation.

The evil of humanity, like natural wind in the hurricane, wreak havoc with our inner life, devoured
our humanity, to our health.The evil of human nature, like the heat of the world peace, disrupt the
qingping world, this qingping world not harmonious.In the goodness of human nature, such as hot
is fierce, breeze life easier, is good for you in my life, health and peace.The goodness of humanity,
like winter warm sun, like the snow of the carbon in the fire, the warmth in the world, I touched
you.

Mental illness and mild mental illness can be cured, childhood depression, forcing me to
create some technique skills, I not only put my depression cure thoroughly, and in the spirit of the
study, psychology and physiology to create the unique ideas and theories, this is what the Chinese
call a long illness into medical.People feel is can affect physical, positive and healthy feel can
produce beneficial to human body of chemical reaction, make people comfortable.Sick feeling
negative feelings can produce harmful chemical reaction, let a person suffering
discomfort.Treatment of depression and obsessive-compulsive disorder, for example, we can feel
the feeling can affect the physiological characteristics, and based on the characteristics of human
biological clock, we can come up with some solution treatment of obsessive-compulsive disorder
and depression.One of my method solution is to use force treatment of obsessive-compulsive
disorder and depression.Depression and obsessive-compulsive disorder of pathological beginning
as a "negative pathological feel sometimes harmful to human body chemical reaction that causes
physical, paralysis of the nerve damage, time is long, nerve lesions. Use the feel and the
characteristics of physical interaction, we force yourself to be happy happiness, force yourself to
actively optimistic, to force yourself to appreciate all healthy, force yourself to experience the love
of her family, society, all love life, love the natural scenery). Using these healthy ideas and
emotions to affect physical, physiological creates a favorable chemical reaction, let have
pathological changes of nerve slowly back to health. We reuse the characteristics of the biological
clock, forced experience therapy over a period of time, gradually changing internal physiological
changes, new health formed by the biological clock, this is the characteristics of the human body
biological clock, experience some healthy idea, ideology and mentality, to maintain or held by a
period of time, even if not experience, also is in this state, we found that we no longer forced to
experience pleasure, we can be happy. We don't force yourself to experience the happiness, we can



be happy. Also in the process of treatment set up our outlook on life. In the psychological
treatment, the characteristics of human physiological characteristics and the psychological
physiological interactions will play a more important role.

Wise man will discover more wealth in pain disaster, disaster so stupid people of board from pain
to destruction.A wise man considers pain disaster problem, and will find out problem-solving
approaches, stupid people mud Mired in misery, shall not be relieved.A wise man in pain
accumulated endless regularity and experience in the disaster, stupid people even and wisdom of
the people the same experience nothing, wasted years of life to the life.

Romance is a kind of feelings, the good life, bring to life the sweet romance.Through their own
smile, in word and deed make romantic and satisfied with this romantic person is a true romantic
people, their romantic and increase the life interest, happiness of others, happy myself.Away from
the reality fantasy to imagine romantic people, is a morbid, their romantic from the reality, their
romantic standard or become impossible goal, or impose their own romantic standard to others,
their romantic people of pain, pain.

The reality is a kind of means of survival, in order to survive, must be true.Reality more
objectively, it allows us to solve various problems in life, can let us make real judgment on the
object.Grasping the reality and mud Mired in reality, the reality leads people to tradesmen,
street.Too real cause people to emotional indifference.

Perfect for imperfect is a kind of guide, perfectionism is the meaning of guidance.He can guide the
sublimation things evolve and improve themselves, grasping the perfect will hate the imperfect
social and human are not perfect, perfect pathological can let a person live in pain, there is no way
to put the perfect combination of reality and people will only put the perfect life unbearably
morbid.

Evil is a ghost, no good possession.Do not good, no born in its heart, is really good.Really good,
no, really good without dye, really good purity, regardless of the return on the Buddha.

By holding this concept is the creation of the Buddha, the creation in accordance with the
characteristics of the human body biological clock.Often experience a kind of ideology, culture
and ideology is long, ideology, culture and ideology and the body 2 for one, has reached the
macmillan as, in the shortest possible time put the ideas of a good man, culture and ideology into
itself, this learning method is a shortcut to wisdom.

For their mistakes to repent is good man.To confess the moral concept of advocating and
application is not the most perfect, at the time of operation and application of this concept, we are
not very comfortable.At the time of operation and application of the concept of our happiness is
reduced.Confession is let's change the meaning of error, since understanding the meaning of
repentance, we don't have to confess, after we just ask yourself the same mistake won't happen
again.



Initiation and the buddhist concept and behavior have nothing mysterious, some god stick to
promote religion and superstition, in order to put himself in shrines, to demystify the concept and
behavior.Empowerments function is actually more of a psychological suggestion, so easy to
control the minds of students, the teacher the students under the psychological suggestion, easy to
have a firm belief on the teacher's words.Has a specific function and capability of proponents, can
affect the physical, can this with wisdom, and understanding is not much to do.

Theravada Buddhism is to improve themselves, for their own happiness in mahayana buddhist
relief on the basis of his own fortune are also concerned about the happiness of all life and
relief.So theravada buddhist just immune to mahayana buddhists and the world.

Have great wisdom must have a moral and ethical may not be wise.Moral from the rational,
huineng DE.And become the cornerstone of hui, supplement each other.Moral from the perceptual,
this moral has no wisdom, and is not sustainable.

From the heart, also by the heart.Nothing outside the state of mind, heart, is for the big heart, can
pack vanity, can let all things.With two, mood is a little "heart", narrow, heart outside, nature.Evil
heart out, a heresy.Don't destroy everything, don't hold everything, heart net, heart made in net,
ease, and relieved as.

Caused most of the behavior of the trilogy: conscious awareness - motivation intentions -
behavior, such as an apple, we see our first consciousness is to eat the apple, and is very good,
then we have the physiological desire intention (motivation), because the physiological desire that
enjoy this apple can make physical, can increase physical comfort, they ate the apple this
motivation purpose driven behavior to meet the physiological desire, increase physical
comfort.Produced by hungry eating behaviors is different: physiological need intention
(motivation) - conscious awareness, behavior.The drive of human behavior to understand, be
helpful for human use and grasp of their own characteristics.Conscious awareness is generally no
portion of good and evil, is usually the spotless.Intention and motivation are the points of right and
wrong, good and evil, good and evil intention is comes from the motive, intention and executive
motivation the intentions of the person's moral quality decides the motivation of good and evil, is
right and what is wrong.So moral quality determines the incentive purpose of good and evil, is
right and what is wrong.

Intelligent judgment method generally speaking there are two.One, judging by the sensitivity of
the physiological, some physiological sensitive, facing the outside world the learning, cognitive,
analysis, and judgment of things, they are very sensitive.Insensitive people relatively slow on
learning, cognitive, analysis, and judgment, this is determined by the physical characteristics, most
of the physical properties from genetic inheritance, and partly from the long-term effect
physiological morbid psychology, produce harmful to the body's chemical reactions lead to
physiological and insensitive.This kind of biological immunity genetic inheritance, or morbid
psychology, are reversible, with science, system of perfect sensitive training method, each person's
physiological IQ will be improved.Second, from the thinking on the objectivity of judgment,
because most people are too subjective (I hold too serious) so easy to make the mistake of the



objective world and objective things judgment, the application of this kind of intelligence has been
affected by the subjective, screen the play of IQ.So we should be more objective point of thinking,
how to train our objective is that we should let me go (of) to jointly study and discussion on a
topic, all roads lead to nirvana, not constrained by a kind of method.My personal bad way to give
you a little inspiration, I first of all to their psychological suggestion, "I want to be a person of
high intelligence, I think must be objective".This is the first step, is also a target.The second step is
to achieve the target goal, the implementation plan, have a plan for his own thinking
training.Training method can have a lot of kinds, my approach is that if one thing happens, I will
stand in the Angle of the party (parties) to switch back and forth to look at problems from each
side of thinking, and then standing outside in this thinking and judgment, finally stood in their
point of view on this matter for thinking and thinking.Not be shackled by all IQ method, my way
is to conduct such thinking, these material is to use our service, or to hurt us, we should not to
matter and the pain, we should put all the material use to service their society.Thinking training
method has a lot of, you can also create a more perfect method.

Objective truth self assessment is very necessary, has the objective real self assessment,
others can't put your hands on pedestals, others won't beat you to hell (let you produce inferiority).

Would rather be a poor thinkers, also don't want to do a rich animal.Because people have thought,
so talent is called "people.Animals have a powerful and wealthy but a animals, animals won't get a
golden hill to become human.

Pity the moral concept of advocating is not perfect, we are helping disadvantaged people, if we
use compassion the moral concept, then was to help people interpret the we are poor, they would
only add to their low self-esteem, we should put the sublimation to social responsibility to help
others, we help others is our social responsibility, and everyone has a sense of social responsibility,
to help each other, instead of mercy, is to help people feel is no longer a pity, but everybody's love,
is to help people have touched, how can produce self-abased?

Self-awareness in the real world and faith (in this case, the belief in science and truth), not
alienation into two self consciousness of self consciousness of the world.They are not opposite,
faith is the self-consciousness of self-awareness in the real world of a boot, faith does not belong
to pure consciousness, it has the leading behavior, he can lead us to the perfect evolution.Faith is
not to escape from reality, but a kind of behavior guidance, he is not a conceptual, sometimes he
can control our behavior.Faith and reality can be a continuum, like the culture is "a", all primary,
secondary, university culture in the "one", primary school is the ladder of middle school, high
school is the ladder of the university.They are not opposite, also is not contradictory.Faith the
ideology and the reality the parable of the ideology and just by the same token, the ideology is "a",
self realistic ideology is the ladder of this ideological beliefs, one is a practical, a guide to human
thought and behavior toward perfect evolution, they are complementary to each other.

Buddhism, the theory of the is, is a science, it is the truth, and has the guidance meaning in
humans, from the perspective of Buddhism and Taoism truth is equal, they are difficult to close,
but in terms of convenience the Taoism of Buddhism is less than some, it is convenient for the



creation of a kind of wisdom, can according to interest, gradually, blunt three beings
management.but I tell the truth.

Because of good and evil" comes from the life of the flesh, in human in all have the life of
the flesh is the most serious building industry, animal relative to human made the evil because it is
much less.In addition to have the life of the flesh, to the body after death whether there is life there
and I have a lot of people's point of view is the same, life is not living immortal, is the ancient of
days forever.But on his way of the existence of the problem and cognitive differences.I think the
body after death, life can exist in the form of information, this information may be no signs of life,
there is no thinking.Good information into the field of information, bad information into the
information field.I see hell to heaven as two information field, a benign information field, a
vicious information field.Is not the life of the flesh is not the karma that they are without thinking
and consciousness.Most of the karma is man-made, to eliminate the karma depends on human
beings.Perfect before in human and social evolution, in many areas in the act of many
QiXinDongNian all sin, and sin is the wrong behavior, the wrong idea, the wrong ideological
culture, wrong thinking.So we should be reformed our wrong actions, the idea of correcting our
mistakes, make our thinking more perfect, let the whole universe whether have thought has the life
of the flesh, consciously or not, no consciousness of life information, hope that all the information
of life are benign.

Spell without the inner understand the meaning of a spell, will go to the operating reciting don't
have any effect, it would be tantamount to recite a poem.Is the key to the meaning of a spell, it is
fierce mentality, noble thoughts and some compassion when reciting to experience this noble
thoughts and compassion intrepid mentality, you will instantly get sublimation, into a fierce
compassion is akin to a state of FaGong, your this kind of biological wave can penetrate any
tangible and intangible substances or life, interfere with your life, with your noble touched by your
compassion bravery to let each other feel afraid for their wrong behavior, and give up on you.

Why did Buddha degree melts beings?The diamond sutra says: "he not not not to be
enlightened.Say again: "not all living beings, such as, is a living".Added: "there is no living
Buddha degree, if there are beings degree of Buddha, Buddha is me, man, living beings, long
life."Buddha degree melts because all living Buddha's vows, the Buddha swore to is a reflection of
moral and compassion, also is the embodiment of the wisdom.In this world, in the social evolution
is not perfect, being under the condition of evolution is not perfect, the Buddha is also difficult to
do, because fo the universe as one's own body, the living beings as a whole, so there, so the
Buddha in his consciousness at the same time, also in try every way to let all life consciousness,
only realized all life, the universe is perfect, clean.In the heart of the Buddha with all beings and
Buddha respectively?The answer is yes, yes!How can its brightest Buddha wisdom, wisdom no
judgment amount root shi tao?Buddha are beings this is not a rival of enlightenment, this is a kind
of essence and phenomenon of the evolution of the relationship, and Buddha are all living Buddha,
this is unified.Sentient beings are fans of the Buddha, Buddha is consciousness of all, this is
different, the difference on the phenomena rather than nature."There is no living Buddha degree, if
there are beings degree of Buddha, Buddha is me, man, living beings, long life."This sentence is
not in the eyes of the Buddha, no living beings can degree, this is a high, high moral level, just like



me to do any good work as my social responsibility, as a kind of inevitable, so after I did a lot of
good, but I think I didn't do any good, this is a not of me, excluding GuoDeFu offer a comfortable
liberation Buddha wisdom, this is a kind of enlightenment.

No one is the wisdom of the amount of root shi tao?If you want to send people, must first since the
enlightenment, realized the information which you only have one grain, grain) refers to the healthy
and perfect theory of culture and ideas.Is like ksitigarbha bodhisattva has realized the Buddha, just
like ksitigarbha bodhisattva as a ladder, he will put all beings degree melts Buddha to Buddha
himself.Bodhisattva not only refers to fix for the state, and a layer of meaning is not taking the
meaning of nirvana, but just for you, he and I like ksitigarbha bodhisattva, and do not take
nirvana.The empirical Buddha fruit like ksitigarbha bodhisattva, have become Buddha.When I
first started learning to the scriptures, moved by the noble moral sentiment like ksitigarbha
bodhisattva, hence learning under the hair like ksitigarbha bodhisattva vows: "the vast misery
XinHangZhou, holy stream fan son turn to degrees. But heart is lack of power is not enough,
difficult to control in the eyes of the tears flow. Perseverance to take back, longitudinal into hell no
tears flow. If only fan giles, try to stop all degrees".What moral like ksitigarbha bodhisattva, in
order to you, me, him, Buddha and not as a Buddha, don't take nirvana, the bodhisattva
bodhisattva.

In, an in-depth relative to practice boundless vows to learn, easy to grasp the direction is not
easy to get lost.But don't know why they learned, lost also unavoidable.Practice boundless vows to
learn if you don't have their own direction in life, if I don't know what they have learned why,
don't know what they are after is what?Will only get lost in a wide variety of knowledge, can not
find direction in life, eventually lost in the knowledge and theory, also thought I learned much
knowledge.We learn knowledge to establish our study purpose, dialectical these knowledge will
bring to us?The knowledge we need?Whether we can improve our happiness?If you have the
function of the heart blundering let's calm down.Like I have one thousand teachers, I'm going to
travel, if the students some advice to the teacher for advice.One thousand teachers, one thousand,
one thousand teachers, one thousand travel destination, we will get lost in the teacher introduction,
we are confused, we calm happiness they slipped so lost in confusion.If we have a destination, and
one thousand teachers will serve us, they will give us all the way to the destination situation
analysis, have a bit further, but flat roads, have a plenty of shortcut but hard to walk.And then we
according to your own time and mood to choose a most suitable for their own path.So we have a
travel destination, and according to the objective conditions to choose the most suitable for their
own path, in contrast with the destination of our hearts have a goal, not the destination, we will be
confused, have the destination we have more sense of direction, in a confused and lost composure
and happiness slip away, a calm, calm, happy to travel, no goal of students because it is impossible
to finish all the teacher introduce the destination of tourism, so will regret it.A destination because
we have a sense of direction, so there will be no regret.

This society has too much fenqing, critics, and complain about the people in the society, from a
professional point of view they are negative, they see is always negative, and without wisdom
about these negative problems, therefore becomes a fenqing, critics, and complain about the
people in the society.In this imperfect social negative things happen every day, we should not to



put all energy on the condemned criticism and complaints.We should put all their energy in with
what method and technical skills, we found out everything.Such social less cynical, critics, and
negative people complain about the society, the more advice for the healthy development of the
society's positive people.By the criticism, condemned, into positive to solve the problem, this is a
kind of progress, this is life.

One person eye, ear, nose tongue body six clean.Eye view for zen, nasal olfactory for zen,
tongue taste for zen, listening to the sounds of zen, the body touch of zen, the meaning of
zen.Enlightened people use eye ear nose and tongue body, the service itself, let oneself full of
meditation, full of happiness.Common use of eye, ear, nose tongue body, hurt yourself, look up to,
to the ear, to smell, to meaning, body touch, tongue to taste, the energy loss itself.Body, also is the
eye, ear, nose tongue to enlightenment and ordinary day, an accumulation is to train and develop
their own energy, is an energy loss itself.What causes such a difference?Common descent to the
sea, one ceases to hold, enlightenment is to better understand the eye ear nose and tongue body
and all substances are for our service.A wise person is not the eye, ear, nose tongue body and
material damage.To no desire, to understanding, to understand the dialectical should be material
and something painful?It's bad for us, as long as you have wisdom, you will find wealth,
accumulate experience and knowledge.Should make any material in the service of our, our joy,
then there is sets up the health concept of perfect life, so you can really no desire, no
understanding of meditation is to not really desire, it's just in the inhibition of desire, they put a
line row away from the heart and the reality.

There is a sect of zen, their teachings are not words, so teaching.They have their point of view,
they are afraid of his own students cling to surface of words, learn the knowledge well know, not
knowledge.This doctrine is for some people cling to the text on the surface of the ills a error
correction method.If you really want to negative words, words, not a heresy and repairing.So the
doctrine of the Buddha, text books and not be rejected?Words formed by the body to teach
knowledge and formed by the text knowledge there is no difference, there are some famous people,
books is the best of their masters.Words play an indispensable role in society, text convenience to
our life, and the guiding significance of text is healthy human many plays an important role of a
teacher (words, animals, people, society, family, let us learn a lot of knowledge from it).

Rationality is the basis of faith and action, in the cognition of belief and form to differentiate
into two kinds of rational and irrational.Churches is decided by the characteristics of rational and
irrational (faith traits including healthy and unhealthy, health beliefs traits including scientific,
rigorous, logical, objective. Morbid faith traits including superstition, blind and irrational,
subjective).The action of rational and irrational, is determined by the wise or foolish, as well as by
the energy, attention, memory, the physiological characteristics of the decision.Like saying the
wrong thing wrong and action all of these are related to energy, attention, memory.Wise men of
action are rational, stupid people motivation intentions are rational, speech and behavior of the
rationality of the sight, for example, someone boast is very rich, the motive of his intent is to make
people recognize him, but his foolish behavior intention and motivation is opposite, but not
approved, no rejection and laugh at him.Human society needs a rational, rational and moral
wisdom complement each other is sustainable.



Misery is our sense of freedom, is bitter, suppress misery is futile, is foolish.Bitterness is a kind of
negative emotion, though he is a sense of freedom, when this kind of morbid sense of freedom, we
should use some method to this kind of morbid sense of free treatment, but not with inhibition of
the scheme.Distressed for money, for instance, after we just for philosophical dialectic, and
material money to understand the relationship between us will not be upset.We should be wise
after the debate, should set up the notion, material and money should be for our service, is to
promote our happiness, how can we pain for them?Set up the concept of health after the long life
of the road, in front of the material and money we also will live more free and easy and
comfortable.All distress can use various methods to solve, you have the wisdom to solve, it is not
the proper way to escape, suppression is not a solution.

For cheap, clean and some suggestion on these features in origin.One of the reasons for the
formation of these features can be induced by some circumstances or a situation that some plots
and the own existence's own existence.When a child is born, the child is a piece of white paper,
there is no good and evil or prey, when children start to learn outside things began to sense of
interest.Interests are both healthy and sick.The origin of the prey is caused by pathological concept
of interests, the interests of the health qualities including open, win-win mutual benefit,
rational.This health qualities are paying attention to the interests of their own interests at the same
time, are also looking at other people's interests, it is a distillation of interests, but also the
sublimation of moral.Prey to morbid interest characteristics including self, subjective, emotional,
prey is completely can through culture and education reform, the plot will disappear in the short
term, have survived for a long time, formed a characteristic, even if these features are morbid,
negative they survived, this only shows that they do not have the wisdom and the lack of
professional knowledge.For example, one of the reasons for the formation of this
feature;Childhood life, material life are not being met, formed a stingy this feature when he grows
up.Another reason is that the family education, from childhood was stingy parents instilled into
the concept, the formation of the characteristics of the mean.There is another reason, is in need of
help, no one to help, cause the characteristics of the mean.There are stubborn one of the reasons
for the formation of this feature;In the preschool period, appeared a wayward behavior, parents
lack of correct health education concept and cultivating children the knowledge of the health and
sound personality, in the long run, to form the characteristics of the stubborn.Have a plenty of a
certain theory, theory, religion is to wash the brain, can't jump out some theory, theory and
religious thinking circles, time is long, formed the characteristics of the stubborn.Self-interest also
creates some stubborn nature.Neat and one of the reasons for the formation of this feature;Parents'
education.And at some point in their lives induced by external environmental impact of neat the
plot.Then there is long-term in neat environment edification out of this feature.

Gay this non reproductive one reason for the formation of sex and reproduction;The imbalance
between men and women of the objective environment, social environment also can produce this
kind of sexual behavior.Have a plenty of because of pathological mistake sexual culture, sexual
attitudes, sexual ideology, sex of imitation and the introduction of this kind of sexual
behavior.Have a plenty of excitement and seek novelty, physiological experience curious feeling,
some even to imitate the homosexuality as a fashion, the causes of the gay will survive.We



humans are in other areas with arrogant attitude towards perfect evolution, we can only throw sex
field to evolution, we should create a more perfect and more healthy sexual culture, sexual
attitudes, sexual ideology to perfect evolution leading field and standardize human sexual
behavior.

Sense of fulfillment, like spring, like a cool breeze for the blundering social send a trace of
cool and refreshing.By a healthy outlook on life and values to build a sense of fulfillment, would
lead the psychological course, we headed to the other side of the detachment.

Grace is the connotation of roving through flowing from outside introversion, enjoy the visual,
sublimate the inner.Grace is a kind of the intrinsic expression and table such as flowing in, along
with the gender, leisurely.Disguised elegant aesthetic feeling disappeared in the artificial, natural
go vulture act the role ofing, clear water gives lotus elegant is a reflection of all lead to China.

Life is beautiful, such as flowers, bright, cheerful people.Life is like a candle, burns himself, lights
others and consumes itself.Life such as rainbow, beautiful his own at the same time, also for
others to enjoy.Can someone wasted this beautiful life, to live in this beautiful life out of the grey
life.

Mutual understanding on the human differences set up like a rainbow bridge, let differences in
understanding the rainbow bridge meet, collision, ablation, tolerance, rise.Human differences as to
melt the ice in front of long live understanding, like a great river east to go to, no longer back to
the stream.

Justice is hung above the human nature of a sword, the sword stab to the human nature ugly,
ugly.It was hanging on human nature of worldly entanglements, let the ugly, evil, no exercise,
returned the goodness and purity of human nature.When the society was able to become a hotbed
of justice, and reshape the social order, morality and kindness, we work hard, hard, trying,,,,,,,,,

Follow the trend in the society is a kind of phenomenon, have the personality of one who is, won't
pursue fashion, no individuality will go with the tide, people with personality will only lead tide,
no personality will be guided by the tide.Trend represents some of the personality people are
sometimes taste, imitated by everyone, so become a trend.Tide sometimes also means that a group
of no personality in imitation of some personality.For no personality, aesthetic trend is also
improve the function of aesthetic temperament and interest.For people who don't want to improve
their aesthetic appeal, trend for them is different, is to lead.Trend in guiding the aesthetic trend of
human society, also can saying is part of a man of individuality in the boot with the aesthetic trend
of human society.We need to do a not to follow the trend, but must have the aesthetic temperament
and interest of people with personality.

Experience and regularity play an important role in human society, are indispensable in our
human experience and regularity.Some experiences and laws have been services we humans have
thousands or even more ancient.Such as traditional Chinese medicine and meridian have been us
applications and services for thousands of years.This seemed to be summarized into experience



and regularity of knowledge, culture, science, has been applied and social service everywhere.For
scientific researchers, the predecessors' experience and law is the foundation of scientific research,
greatly improving the efficiency of scientific research, shorten the research time.Because of the
experience and rule, we deal with our problems, greatly improve the efficiency and shorten the
time to deal with problems, we save a lot of time for us to deal with more problems, and to
sublime ourselves, to enjoy life.Would not be bound by the law of experience and, flexible grasp
the objective world, it is also very important for us human beings.The objective world changing,
how to grasp the experience to use law to deal with the problem, or not applicable law experience
to deal with the problem?How do we operate?Under the condition of the objective conditions the
same, our experience and rules when we deal with the problem, improve the efficiency of the us
deal with the problem, brought us a lot of interests.For our sublimation, save a lot of time to enjoy
life.As long as there is a little change in objective conditions, with past experience and laws to
deal with problems may lead to our failure to deal with problems or imperfection.Only in the
objective conditions the same time, can use experience and regularity.Objective conditions have
the changes we're going to step on the experience and laws, we to the dialectical, rethink the
method to solve the problem.Perfectly grasp the experience and regularity and thinking flexibility
to deal with problems, unchanged, regardless of objective conditions and objective conditions
changing, we will reduce the chance of errors control at the lowest.

The middle of the night, village, cricket twitter, the bright moon, the wind shadow, patches of
starlight.Mind wandering float in the sky, enjoy this midnight, villages.Possibilities, the bright
moon, the wind, patches of star.Meet, the heart and heart, how can forget affection, love and
friendship,,,,,,,,

Medical experts said, "all human exercise is to cause the movement within the body" this motion
is called the move.Still can keep the body in the state of health, if the relocation of some good
ideas and ideology can be anti-aging.Moving inside, of course, also have no beneficial effect to
the body, or even bring harm to physical, like the wrong to physiological sport sprain, some
people will benefit from the movement, some people have no benefit, the difference lies in the
movement of inside and outside is perfect and unified, if inside and body and the body movement
is perfect and unified, so the dynamic and bring you are healthy, happy.Part of the move is innate
in move, and in part caused by the consciousness and the movement.Who love sports can the
health and the health of the people must love sports.

Regard life as play fool, the wise see life is precious.A fool to spend and waste your youth
and life of child's play, the wisdom of the people cherish life, love life, so live out rich and colorful
life.Life is good, hope is in the front, the pain is only a short journey.Stupid people easily lose life,
the wisdom of the people don't give up, try my best ability to cherish life.Stupid smelly after death
is a plot of land, but wisdom that lasts through the ages.To live is to live, why don't you go to live
a colorful life?The pain of the moment, we regard her as to accumulate experience and rules of a
creative tool, as long as you don't persistent pain, we can find a lot of problems in the pain.Find a
good way to solve various problems, although our life is short.Why don't we let the short life of its
own light and heat, as the night lost direction.We like the warm thing in others cold heart, a kind
of fire, you make others feel warm moved.



Greenery is qigong training, yoga, and Buddhism, in a state of mental illness and mental
illness.Some of these mental and psychological diseases by proponents say it's impossible to avoid,
no one can guarantee one hundred percent is not a problem.But a good proponents he created the
achievement method and its theory, absolutely will not trigger the students' mental state, if it is a
responsible proponents, his remarks enough to guide the part of the extreme, to awake, induced to
persuade them out of psychological disease, is the escort of his students' mental health.And those
who defraud by proponents of them to achieve their purpose, which they teach others
anyway.Some proponents to defraud, qigong intentionally mystification, exaggerating the role of
psychic powers, but a means to better control the students.Vulgar proponents, will use capability,
psychic interfere with us, then let us believe them.Part of their GongLi, skills, and able to induce
healthy students towards the extreme, and induce mental illness and mental illness.Don't be
trapped by some stick from god and the wisdom.Judge they are evil is positive, is good is bad, is
the Buddha is the magic, is very simple.Magic is interfering with all life, Buddha is the degree of
all life, magic's comments are evil, is touting its, belittle others, always wanting to control people's
thinking.And the Buddha's speech is good, the Buddha will be truthfully the praise of others, don't
flatter others, also don't belittle others.

Psychiatric disorder in high-risk areas is religion, qigong, politics.Politicians in order to achieve a
certain purpose, sometimes make people lose reason, and then take advantage of people to help
her finish her purpose, this time by using the crowd is irrational, at that time the crowd is in a state
of madness, like the "cultural revolution".Politicians can bring us benefits, also can bring us harm
and disaster.We should distinguish between right and wrong, politicians and behavior is right, we
should firmly support and advocacy, politicians if wrong, we need to the blade of the sword of
justice or human rights, a dagger to correct the error of politicians, let they constantly improve and
perfect myself.Qigong community psychiatric disorder, is under the induced by proponents, and
induce psychotic disorder.Proponents of capability and psychic is the existence of objective truth,
has been confirmed by the scientific community.On both psychological hint, and with the
capability and psychic, can induce their psychiatric symptoms, the condition is temporary, have a
plenty of for a long time.The cause of religious psychiatric syndrome is faith.Faith traits including
healthy and unhealthy, health beliefs include, of the doctrine of rigorous, scientific, logical,
objective, cultural beliefs and so on faith.Morbid faith include superstition, ignorance, blind and
irrational belief, subjective, self sealing and so on characteristics.Choose the pathological
characteristics of faith, they lose their reason, with self sealing, neurotic way contradict other
science and culture.Many believe choose healthy qualities, their culture is more tolerant of other
people, more tolerant, more open.Because the wise men want to gain benefit from a variety of
culture, to enrich themselves, enhance their ability to survive.

We humans have a lot of good quality and advantage.The good quality and advantage of the
human is an integral part of human society, we like the ritual righteousness wisdom letter filial
piety, as the good quality, we should inherit the fine traditions, and to put this to use, as to words
and deeds.Things have special circumstances, as righteousness and propriety wisdom letter
"loyalty, these good quality, if there is no reason to participate in to grasp the good quality, the
good quality and advantages will become hurt us, what we the loyalty?I think that's not what our



loyal politician or a government, we should distinguish between right and wrong, we should be
loyal to justice, fair and justice, human rights, is a free,,,,,,, if loyalty to a politician or a
government, the patriotic became a dog.The government if it is correct, we will first support and
approval.Error changing government if wrong we can supervise the government, the government
constantly improve themselves.The image of the government to improve at the same time also to
bring the benefits to everyone.Filial piety is a very good quality in our human, but a fool to sake
amorality, parents sent their children to do the wrong thing, if the parents are wrong, but we
should be rational, we should not to do wrong, parents can be direct or indirect correct their
mistakes.Also is very important in our human, the ritual is a necessary quality in and people,
polite can gain more and more profound friendship.But etiquette sometimes bring us harm, we all
have a feeling, a slovenly person, even if he is the kindest man in the world, some of the etiquette
to formalize the people, or people will reject a frumpy, because these people were etiquette from,
they don't see the inner quality, only see the surface, the formal things, don't put the interests of
too formal.

Lost the world, people of this age lost, the culture of the era of lost, in this era of scientific
community lost, everything lost in this day and age, what is ahead?Lost of people do not
know.Where is the direction?Lost of people also is very confused, the helmsman, the direction, is
always a pain in the trek to the window.Lost man ah, let us hand in hand together split jing, victory
beneath our feet, the other is in front of us.

We humans have a lot of good quality and advantage.The good quality and advantage of the
human is an integral part of human society, we like the ritual righteousness wisdom letter filial
piety, as the good quality, we should inherit the fine traditions, and to put this to use, as to words
and deeds.Things have special circumstances, as righteousness and propriety wisdom letter
"loyalty, these good quality, if there is no reason to participate in to grasp the good quality, the
good quality and advantages will become hurt us, what we the loyalty?I think that's not what our
loyal politician or a government, we should distinguish between right and wrong, we should be
loyal to justice, fair and justice, human rights, is a free,,,,,,, if loyalty to a politician or a
government, the patriotic became a dog.The government if it is correct, we will first support and
approval.Error changing government if wrong we can supervise the government, the government
constantly improve themselves.The image of the government to improve at the same time also to
bring the benefits to everyone.Filial piety is a very good quality in our human, but a fool to sake
amorality, parents sent their children to do the wrong thing, if the parents are wrong, but we
should be rational, we should not to do wrong, parents can be direct or indirect correct their
mistakes.Also is very important in our human, the ritual is a necessary quality in and people,
polite can gain more and more profound friendship.But etiquette sometimes bring us harm, we all
have a feeling, a slovenly person, even if he is the kindest man in the world, some of the etiquette
to formalize the people, or people will reject a frumpy, because these people were etiquette from,
they don't see the inner quality, only see the surface, the formal things, don't put the interests of
too formal.

Lost the world, people of this age lost, the culture of the era of lost, in this era of scientific
community lost, everything lost in this day and age, what is ahead?Lost of people do not



know.Where is the direction?Lost of people also is very confused, the helmsman, the direction, is
always a pain in the trek to the window.Lost man ah, let us hand in hand together split jing, victory
beneath our feet, the other is in front of us.

Some psychological expert thinks, appropriate anxiety can stimulate human potential, which
generates power of survival.I think this is not correct, although this experiment used the tens of
thousands of people to do scientific research, proved that the appropriate anxiety can stimulate
human potential.I think the errors in the experiment, from the perspective of medical anxiety may
do harm to health.From a psychological point of view, learning spirit anxiety is the source of
mental illness and mental illness in happiness, the existence of anxiety, happiness has slipped
away from us.Tell from dynamics, anxiety is a driving force of the negative.Experimental result is
correct, but the experimental methods and the research object is wrong or incomplete.In the
experiment, all participants in the research object, have XiangShouXing, there are ordinary people,
have proper nervous anxiety, in the experiment XiangShouXing people is not optimistic, in the
experiment may see is they're squandering youth, enjoying the luxuries.Enterprise is better than
XiangShouXing some average person, but to enterprise is less than the people in appropriate
anxiety.Certain mental spirit experts consider anxiety is one of the most can stimulate the human
potential.Missed some people, this experiment is to enjoy life, and part of the self-actualization,
positive and optimistic person, this part of the power source from the healthy culture, ideology,
rather than anxiety such negative emotions.They use maslow's "self actualization" to generate
power, or use positive cultural concept to generate power.Experimental missed some people, won't
have too big proportion in the experiment, because most people now use the driving force is
negative, because their power is to rely on the objective environment force produced by the
power.Produced by the outlook on life and values of the source of power is the best driving
force.This category is to enjoy life and positive and optimistic person only a small proportion in
the experiment, it is because most people are lost, there is no set up the outlook on life values.As a
driving force of the human, how can negative emotion as a driving force, as the driving force of
human should be active, healthy.Formed by culture and concept of internal positive and
sustainable power is sustainable.

In the field of intelligence quotient (IQ), both southerners and northerners, whether Chinese or
which country's people, in essence is equal, everyone has a Buddha nature, have the wisdom of the
Buddha, just lost, by screen.IQ is distinct in physiological aspect, some sensitive and
insensitive.Sensitive person understanding ability, learning ability is strong, encounter things
quickly.Insensitive people comprehend ability is poor, learning ability is poor, when you meet the
things will be for a long time to react, but insensitive to balance the psychological.Physical
sensitive and insensitive can change, sensitive and insensitive can be through scientific and
systematic training to improve their physical intelligence quotient (IQ).IQ IQ physiological
difference is not very big, the day after tomorrow.IQ is in general the day after tomorrow see a
problem of subjective or objective?Rational or irrational?Open or not open?The day after
tomorrow is the low IQ people is subjective, not rational, thinking is not open.The day after
tomorrow is high IQ person is objective, rational, open-minded.IQ IQ acquired through scientific
and reasonable training system, will also be improved.Through the rational, objective and an open
mind training, can learn some more educational open hui culture and knowledge, intelligence will



improve and improve.Actually good knowledge, culture and science, guiding people also have an
objective, rational and open the function.Acquired intelligence quotient (IQ) is a platform, it can
improve the innate intelligence, and can show our blinded by Buddha nature (wisdom), of the
Buddha's wisdom is like a pearl, the bright, but once fall into the earth, his brilliance was cover
up.IQ is only using the day after tomorrow to inspire the Buddha's wisdom, one day, a dark day
seem bright, its brightest wisdom.Their relationship is like a chain, the biological intelligence,
quick grasp things quickly found the problem.IQ in nature, found the problem, the problem of
objective observation, analysis, and judgment, the day after tomorrow IQ reusing knowledge
according to the objective conditions, properly assessed, and then in numerous methods scheme
and technical skills to find or create the best solution.

War is quite near to us, and also far away from us.I like peace, I prefer peace people every
cheerful laughter yan deeply.Drop of blood from us fire roared in the heart, every bullet reflects
militant greed of politicians.I love, peace, peace in the charm is bright sunshine.We hear
politicians from every bullet the grimace of a grin, the grinning ripper earth, mother earth was
riddled with holes, the earth mother of the child from the displaced, politicians in the grimace of a
grin, the kind of people crying.I love peace, so I wish those greedy pugnacious politicians put
down his sword, the sword in the kind of people, should not be this jian should protect the good
people of peace, peace is always we aspire to paradise.

We can master the body fat and its self in shape of a key, the key that opens the door to the
mysteries of the human body, the body fat is determined by the state, and feel, the feel and the
function of the state in the body can produce chemical reaction, feel is a healthy, positive, have
good chemical reaction.Feel the state is bad is bad chemical reaction.Feeling of bad feelings and
state will produce the bad chemical reaction, paralysis of the nerve, lower body comfort, let you
live for a long time in the numbness, experience of comfort and happiness.Feel good feelings and
state of synthetic fat or muscle, can let the body or the other.Obese people are generally very
relaxed, said the exact is lazy, such people are generally comfortable degree index will be very
high.Thin people tend to love thought, lack of comfort and happiness.Temperament are generally
less fat, temperament is the feeling of inner feelings and state of an apparent, feel, and state in the
body to the royal of muscle, muscle balance fat, dignified man won't be lazy, their comfort and
happiness is also high.Want to what kind of temperament will be to the temperament of the person
you want to study, through the state of feeling and experience their feelings, your body looks and
connotation to a certain extent can change.Cloudy eyes can become limpid eyes, eyes can be a bit
larger or smaller (this is according to the human body science, within the power of thought can be
partly variable-length principle) with your finger, some full cheeks, any parts of the body can
change some of the more or less.Want to shape the perfect shape, go to effort!This in Buddhism is
called xi fo dignity, learning Buddha appearance and manner, the purpose to spread the dharma.

Many scientists they narrowly focused on the past and present, they haven't even thought
about what people are like in the future?Now the knowledge and culture of the future will be
like?This is also the cause of many scientists life no achievement!And already famous in the
world those in argumentation and research their contemporaries, and knowledge of contemporary
culture of some scientists, their argument has restricted the social development, their argument



also restrict the development of moral humanity, their argument let them pain at the same time,
also brought part of the contact with their knowledge of pain, as some scientists pessimism, they
have already qualitative, the contemporary human as the end of human society, they didn't even
think of the future human more happiness, more happiness, more potential will be developed.They
think of the current society as the future of society, in their eyes, the society won't have too big
change, because their eyes is not long, so their argument restricts the development of the society,
their research is the current society, the present problems and the present people, so there is no
long term, even harm.Scientists should have social responsibility, and that is positive, healthy
guide society forward.Rather than in a negative, morbid rhetoric restrict the development of the
society, more not to negative, influence the development of moral human pathological.Any
scientific research should be positive, optimistic, lead human forward.

The numbness of life period is inevitable everyone, including marriage numb period, food and
clothing live line numb period, interest numb period, professional numb period.When the numb
period comes, you are passive let numb, until you to marriage, food and clothing live line, hobbies,
career such as dull, you are a negative life in the numbness, handle or with wisdom, and to solve
this kind of numbness.For example, a few numb period after a passion, marriage would return to
normal, calm, even dull, in the negative state of marriage, you are allowing the negative spread
until the break up, or to use wisdom to keep marriage in a positive state.When professional numb
period comes, you are to give up you have been studying for a long time and labor skills, technical
skills, or adjust their negative feelings like yourself career now?When the numb period comes, we
should be able to adjust their own feelings, should not let the numbness mercy and spreading, and
alarm in time, timely intervention, to adjust to control your feeling.Marriage numbness, to
experience the thrill of new state, more experience of love between the couple.This makes
marriage eternal youth, is always positive.But there is one, is love, love lost, solution or
experience, experience in both sides of husband and wife is free to each other, who also won't
constraint between each other.These experience alternate experience, the marriage of numbness
settled, and prevent the lost themselves in the marriage.Professional numbness appear when we
should have more to experience love yourself career now, allow yourself to experience to do a line
loves a line, each line dry will pay themselves the most sincere feelings.Through experience
slowly change yourself feel, after a period of time, numbness to eliminate, oneself to like is now,
and make professional interests.Food and clothing live line and interests of numbness, in this way,
can also be solved.Numbness in the negative state is not what we need, we at any time, any field
needs to be a positive state.

Human still have a lot of mysteries for us to understand, from all fields to reveal the
mysteries of the human body, also has from the medical argument, reveal.Have explained, from
anatomical areas from biochemistry field reveals the mysteries of the human body, and so on from
qigong field reveals a variety of areas, from the view of their respective and explain the mystery,
human body have in common, on the expression and point of view and terms of use have the
difference, there are some questions could you didn't find, or haven't thought about.Ideological
and cultural mentality what brings physiological effects?Good ideology culture and ideology, can
produce a good chemical reaction in the body, is conducive to health.Bad ideas of culture and
ideology, bad chemical reactions within the body, is not conducive to health.Time is long, into the



inferior health, breeds disease or cancer.When the disease is coming, when diagnosed with cancer,
do not easily give up life, you can try to use force to experience some good ideas culture and
ideology, there are happiness and comfort, make every cell comfortable, all happiness.It can
relieve pain and discomfort symptoms, can cure sub-health state.With survival willpower, coupled
with combined drug therapy and all kinds of scientific plan, a lot of disease is easily recovered.I
believe that more and more people will pay attention to the body's own, more and more human
mysteries, will be cracked.

Before don't have time this concept, time is already exists.Before did not form in the universe, in
the life before haven't appeared, time already exists together with the universe.From the past to the
present, between now and the future never for anyone, any thing, just this risk free time is gone.In
essence, the time of the passage is the same way, he would not stay for who, who will not change,
for time is continuous in nature.From the appearance, time is more, the realization of time also
have the relativity, time also had intermittent, the passage of time also is no longer the same
passage way.Life did not appear before the time of the passage is the same way all the time, life
appears after the passage of time mode split in two.Nature is passed in the same way, he would not
stay for who, who will not change for.From more figurative representation and the phenomenon of
time, time also began to have the relativity, time also has discontinuity, the passage of time mode
split in two.

How do we think about the prophecy?Superstitious?Science?Predict is not superstitious, is also a
kind of science, is a kind of ability to interpret information, there are a lot of people have this kind
of ability, there are a lot of people who have this kind of ability is scientific training, and also have
a born with this interpretation of information ability.Although it is true, but we cannot be too
persistent, we grasp the prophecy, will only bring us harm, such as predicted in 2012 appears a
saint, if we hold on, then to saint will have worship psychology, because the worship
psychological view sage and cause we can't be common in mind, so the sage ideology culture and
ideology is sacred, to the normal people can't understand, bring you benefit of being not saints
(body), so don't worship saint, saint ideas of culture and ideology, can bring benefits, so
everybody should focus entirely on the saint ideas on culture and ideology.

Whether any kind of cultivation method, the core of the science of uniting the content is to
establish the outlook on life and values.On the basis of understanding, set up their own ideological
and cultural mentality.Achievement method, uniting the posture in the second, Wu Shujie often
say the highest state, no - a move.The highest state, ride to live a lie is the science of uniting all
things.Only set up the outlook on life values, have their own ideological and cultural mentality, no
matter how the science of uniting the also not possessed.Do not have the right to health without
healthy outlook on life values, ideological and cultural mentality, capability and high, psychic
again much also is just a monster, they will only use capability and psychic cholera society,
endanger human, they will more scaremongering, his hold on pedestals.

By networking success, as long as connections are not, they will be vulnerable.Successful people
rely on strength, even if there were no connections, will be out of a piece of your own heaven and
earth.



Method to, everything is not a refers to all the law for cases in which cases which sent, or to the
people.Comeback, wan unto a refers to the method doesn't deviate from the truth, to guide all wan
method tends to the shore, tends to be the truth.

Aggressive behavior in humans and animals is consistent with the behavior patterns, manifested in
the prey, in the competition for mates, in hurt or attack, in the competition for positions of power,
in these cases in humans and animals more aggressive.In the prey, not for a mate, not hurt or
attack, not for the case of aggression of position power, is a kind of self protection and self
defense.Then the attack is not very high, and human and animal attack is not innate, interests and
survival needs are the real source of aggression.In order to the interests and survival needs, and
attack each other, is a wild wild animals and wild will adopt patterns of behavior.And with the
human evolution, the human to the evolution of civilization, human survival concept evolution
and evolution, sensible people recognize that in human society, it is foolish to immune.If you want
to live in a society environment to suit the requirements of our world, we must pay attention to the
social environment, pay attention to the survival interests of the people, so that our entire human
society to have hope to unite and together create a all of us are satisfied with society.

If the objective environment and objective conditions, we all have complete freedom to
decide what he wants to be or do anything.If ignored the objective environment and objective
condition this knowledge to the extreme.To know the operation on behavior, there are a lot of time
to lose.If the objective environment and objective condition limit our freedom and normal
behavior, then we can to modify the objective environment, degree of freedom until meet our
satisfaction.Former slave society are made by politicians, capitalism and socialism in the early
part of people have been able to participate in the social transformation, by the end of socialism,
datong world more power back to people, people have more power and government to transform
society, promote healthy development of the society and improve the perfect evolution.If we find
that your life is not so satisfactory, before the social transformation, we should first transform our
own idea, let oneself to adapt to the objective environment, the survival of the fittest.For example
in the underlying social a very dirty environment, who all don't like dirty, and inevitably, will only
make yourself miserable disgust and does not adapt, let us to reform our own idea, let oneself
temporarily to adapt to the social environment, lighten the disgust and does not adapt, let oneself
in this kind of let a person not satisfied with the environment comfortable.And then again to find a
way to transform the environment, let a person is not happy because the environment is everyone's
reform ideas and ideologies, because reform ideas and ideology needs a process, not a short time
to complete, so to reinvent itself temporarily adaptation is rational, is treats the symptoms, is for
the sake of our physical and mental health and happiness comfortable degree.Then society is,
fundamentally transformed into our society.

To our satisfaction and social development, become we are satisfied with society, is a healthy and
positive impetus of social development driving force.If no planning target of social development,
social development is slow.If there is a social development planning and have a goal, will be the
rapid social development, even the leap-forward development.



People decide the existence of human consciousness, the consciousness of people also determines
the existence of people born instinct (sigmund Freud).Healthy positive effect between them, the
people will be more positive, more optimistic.Pathological negative effect between them, the
people will become more negative, more pessimistic.

In every kind of belief, it gives the instructive or hypothetical, an ideal of our ideal society or the
world.The meaning of faith is that faith gives us a sense of direction, let us have your own plan
and goal.Through our efforts can create a heaven on earth, a pure land on earth, why should we
tried to seek a not true is not out of the information field of life and death? (I have heaven and
regional games as good information and bad information)?Believers of all faiths, as long as give
they build or depict an ideal world, they even if these are fictional, not operation, not to practice,
they will also faith had realized that this is the sad self sealing faith christians, self closed and inert
trampled their wisdom.Among faith will complement each other, each other with an open attitude
together to promote healthy development of the society, make social development our ideal
society.This is not fiction and assumptions, as long as we join hands to one step at a time, we can
make our society a pure land on earth, datong world.It is more meaningful than what in heaven.

After scientific self training, personality can be compatible.Human beings in terms of the
evolution of the character, should be a combination of all the advantages of the personality, put all
the character shortcomings of rejecting the bad.So as to reflect on the character you have evolved,
every character has advantages and disadvantages, if they handle things with perceptual and
personality to deal with things, it is easy to get things up and get worse.A man cannot change our
personality, how can say they have evolved?Perfect self, self evolution, is to change their
character flaws.Want to let oneself in the aspect of character evolution, scientific training yourself,
want to scientific discipline yourself, will be for a variety of character, to understand the
advantages and disadvantages of each kind of character.We only retain the advantages of the
character, we put the character shortcomings of rejecting the bad.Personality changes has two
cases, one kind is to represent the evolution and improvement of another represents a mental
disorder, also is what we call mental illness.Mental logic thinking is poor, do things they would
put a lot of things.Evolution in character perfect man is more rational, they is almost perfect,
almost no shortcomings and weaknesses.Character also needs to improve and evolve, let us
through the efforts to improve and perfect our personality!

Experts said the formation of character in childhood, and I think as long as the character is not
perfect, we should strive to make our character to improve and perfect, because in many cases
affect our personality behavior, so flawed character, deal with the problem is flawed, and so we
need to perfect personality, we will be not perfect character.Never too old to learn, for we should
thoroughly studied, and the advantages and disadvantages of personality of our own personality
shaping should be poor thing, his life should not be narrow think character will not change once
they are formed, a bad character formed in the childhood, through education reformation, or
through the social environment, his character is likely to be better.A good character, formed in the
childhood in bad learning culture and ideology, his character is likely to deteriorate.Some research
suggests that career will also change people's character, the character is visible can shape and
change.Know the personality can change, you should make an effort to become a man of perfect



personality.Let us to shorten the course of evolution, the perfect personality to bring our own
interests at the same time, also will bring social benefits.

Lying is not human nature, we shouldn't tell a lie, but only in the case of a perfect social and
human development to meet this requirement, otherwise in the case of social and human
development is not perfect, we are in a lot of time in order to protect themselves, and was forced
to say lies.From childhood, the child's many reasonable requirements and reasonable behavior is
limited, in order to do what you like to do, in order to get their favorite toys or ice cream, they
began to try to lie to the child to lie the quality is the objective environment, not his basic nature,
we adults lie in many cases and children is the same, for the sake of their own interests, or to
satisfy their own interests to protect themselves and say a lie, is objective environment, there is not
a born liar qualities, lie the quality comes from the day after tomorrow.In order to their own
interests, or the lie said in order to protect themselves, and this lie has hurt other people, such a lie
is a kind of moral.For their own interests or to protect themselves and say a lie, as long as it lies
don't hurt other people, I think should understand such a lie, because people from birth to death
are lying, if we no longer hurt, our interests are no longer lost, I believe many people immediately
to change the behavior of lying.But one part of grasping the interests lie can bring them some
people, the reform is relatively difficult, but the use of time to let them know that they are honest
if it wouldn't hurt, or interests are damaged, I believe that some people will slowly become
honest.There is a lie is a white lie, said a white lie is a reflection of moral, to improve the quality
of the white lie if humanity as a whole, will dissipate from humanity.We see a cancer patient in the
hospital, a moral one wise man can decide according to patients' psychology to bear ability, be
honest to tell him his condition, or to stabilize the patient's psychological with lies.If the patient
does not fear death, we should tell him that he probably how long time life, let him arrange the
rest of his time.If the patient psychology to bear ability is poor, and had two years of life, told his
illness, he died for two months with fear.If everyone can be open-minded, to improve their own
quality, why should we say a white lie?

More vulgar people, people with personality is less.Vulgar as an a person's inner corrosion cavities,
vulgar like a poplar tree, though there is life, but a lack of ideas.The world needs to have
personality, the world need more thought.The hope of society in the hands of a thinking person
with personality, social burden presses on the thinking of people with personality.Vulgar like an
ocean, a thinking person with personality is the tves, leading the direction of the trend.Vulgar
make people lose luster, guanghua, go to the best of the rest of my life.Emit bright light in this
world is always the individual character, the mind.In this society, this age call, calling character
and thoughts.

It is foolish to belittle others, respect yourself, respect others is a kind of wisdom.Belittle others
set is the enemy, respect yourself, respect others harvest is friendship.Belittle others is a kind of
evil deeds, respect for others is a kind of good works.

Stingy person too, people vision of the atmosphere.Stingy person haggle over every ounce, the
atmosphere was great.A stingy person, secular tradesmen, easy magnanimous atmosphere.Stingy
person behavior and dirty person behavior elegant atmosphere.



Is not is endless misery for a fool, for a wise man is the source of technical skills is to obtain
experience method.For fools are screen the wisdom, wisdom can solve everything is for the wise.

Reasonable doubt is a noble quality, not the other question is a fool.Reasonable doubt can let the
human progress, can make a scientific and perfect, make perfect society towards health
direction.Doubt and questioning is not a rival, they are a relation of mutual promotion.I like to be
challenged, because of the question, I will be more perfect.I also like the questioning of others,
because I like to make progress together with others.

Is the storm before the rainbow, difficulty is every experience before success.Is the moment of
darkness before dawn, difficulty is a kind of experience, it gain experience method is the source of
technical skills.We don't want trouble, but in the face of difficulties, we still open.

Like an angel, good at spreading the seeds of love in the world.Like an angel, with good sow good
in everyone's heart.Good as an angel, is you let evil.Kind like an angel, is the warmth of you with
love drive away the cold winter.

Have no patience, in many cases will accomplish nothing.Can endure to more resilient, resilient
on many things.We need a little more patience, is the so-called, endure a calm, step back broad
sky.Patience can make us breadth of mind open-minded, let us open.Patience is the cornerstone of
success, patience is the embodiment of the wisdom.

Generosity is a virtue, and mean is the embodiment of the moral failings.Generous people, many
friends, but few stingy man friends.Generous people pay a part of its own interests, but harvest
feelings.Selfish, stingy people emotionally.

Hope like the wind, like the drizzle nourishing the soul, the soul in the fields of hope rip, rip,
galloping,,,,,,, I hope like winter warm sun, like the breeze of the summer, we go on, go on, go
on,,,,,, no hope of life, like the overcast sky.Hope is the life of the lighthouse, is that the way of the
beacon.

Talent can let the person admit defeat, talents will also be able to admit defeat.Talent like a never
fade with the charm of color, release the tempting brilliance forever.

The root cause of violence and their own quality, the objective environment and culture.Its elegant
quality is high, the risk of violence will be very low.Its meanness quality is low, is a high risk of
violence.Under the condition of the objective environment friendly, harmonious is low risk of
violence.Under the condition of objective environment tension, contradiction is high risk of
violence.Absorption is the culture of the competition, is the violence, is dark, is a high risk of
violence.Absorption of the culture is a win-win, it is harmonious, is bright, very low rates of
violence.With the evolution of human civilization, people realize the importance of peace,
harmony, in order to achieve our common ideal society, world, people are looking for to eliminate
the root cause of violence, the people in the call for peace and harmony.With the continuous



improvement of human quality, violence will be less and less.

Isolation is one of the root of prejudice, as some religions don't put other religion and science
in the eye.Other cultures and other people's speech against him, also can produce bias.Hate a
person's appearance, or speech, or behavior, will be biased.Prejudice from the subjective, the
irrational and self sealing.Prejudice makes us lose the opportunity to make real, objective
judgment of things.Prejudice let us live in morbid, errors, and not true.Why don't we give up bias,
we gave up the prejudice, we can objectively, mental health, we can we can real correct judgment
on the object.

What circumstance can lead to a person in an attempt to commit suicide, according to the personal
psychology to bear ability, psychology to bear ability is poor, a small things can also cause some
people attempt suicide.With the augmentation of the psychology to bear ability, the desire to
attempt suicide will decline.The stronger the psychology to bear ability, the desire of suicide
attempt more can be controlled.Life is precious, and the courage to die, still timid around
strangers?Survive let life sends out a light and heat, valuable than death?Let your life more
meaningful, let life like a candle, burns himself, lights others and consumes itself.

The action of people because of their thinking, and people's thinking is because people want to
evolve, to stimulate their own potential, to find a best for our own life path, in order to create a
most suitable for their own survival and thinking of the world.

People of the world's perception is influenced by all kinds of culture, behavior culture, writing
culture, customs, culture, language and culture, scientific culture.Perception can also create culture,
create ability according to their own perception will be able to create a new culture.Culture
consciousness, create cultural consciousness.Culture is negative, your perception of the world is
negative.Culture is a positive, your perception of the world is positive.We need healthy and
positive culture to let our perception of the world a more positive, more optimistic.

Culture will affect the individual style of expressing emotions, the poet can express emotion in the
form of poetry, religion will be in the form of religious emotion, the artist can express emotion in
the form of art.Most people are of the style of expressing emotions and their relevant professional
culture, there are also less number of people at the time of emotion is not affected by the
professional culture, emotional as long as it is sincere, active, healthy, we wouldn't mind using
what kind of way.

The possibility of cultural influences individual's specific behavior?We use moral requirements
and moral rules as time went by, we become accustomed to moral requirements and rules, if we
breach, their mentally is its own moral condemnation.That is to say, our behavior is moral
requirement and rules of moral norms into specific ethical behavior.In this way, the moral
requirements, moral rules will affect our behavior.Buddhist obey the commandments as time went
by, their behavior will be a specific behavior, discipline in affects their behavior.It is clear that
culture in a particular behavior affect the individual.We need good culture to complete their own
evolution, we need more good culture to liberate our thoughts, release the soul.Buddha said: "the



law is should give up, and illegal".Culture is just for our use and evolution.

The nervous system in the absence of consciousness, are able to manage many important
physiological functions, this is the natural physiological.Physiological and unnatural, namely,
regulation of physiology in the consciousness of participation, the physiological function was not
reinforced, physiological function is destroyed.It could make a physical health consciousness, also
can let a physiological disease.Although physical structure determines the person's state of
consciousness of many important functions, can be conscious awareness also determines the
healthy development of the human anatomy and physiology of cells toward, or pathological
development, and even death.Freud's "life instinct and death instinct" can illustrate this
point.Good ideology culture and ideology, can let the neural function strengthened, let
physiological function strengthened, make the nervous system is more and more healthy, let the
physiological health more and more.Bad ideas of culture and ideology, let your nerve lesions, let
your physical appearance lesions.We put the physiological and conscious awareness to understand
the relationship between the, we will be more healthy and happy.To understand the physiological,
the more diseases is more far from us.

Taking part in religious ceremonies of people walk on a hot coal bed, they were able to block the
feeling of pain?Completely block is impossible, only to a certain extent, ease the pain.There are
various methods of pain relief, have attention method, a blocking method, have experience
comfortable method and so on, in a word no matter what kind of method, the most core is to
experience the feeling of pain, don't take this pain like a magnifying glass to enlarge the pain is
infinite.Use various methods to control the pain in the smallest degree, until they can endure.

On September 13, 1848, the railway supervisor Mr Ji (PhineasP. Gage) the personal injury
accidents.In an accidental explosion, a 3.7 foot long iron pierced his skull, but he's still
conscious.People use truck sent him back to the hotel, he went upstairs.And in the 2 ~ 3 weeks, he
is close to in peril;By the middle of October, he gradually restored.Harlow (John m. Harlow) a
doctor for the first time in 1868 to Massachusetts, said the iom report this case cover, can survive
is a medical miracle: "this case occurred in twenty years ago, by an unknown small town
Cavendish (physician of Cavendish, Vt) found. When the patient was taken to hospital, the doctor
couldn't believe the patient can stand in front of them, until they put the finger into the hole on the
patient's skull, was very surprised to have to admit the fact that what is happening,,,,,," (Harlow,
1868, P. 1868).In fact, cover of bodily injury is not serious, only left eye blindness, left facial palsy,
but posture, movement and speech safe;In mind, but he changed personal, his doctors have a very
clear explanation: "his balance between rationality and animal appears to have been damaged, he
always attack, indulgence, accompanied by rude and dirty language, these are not his habit of the
past, he didn't listen to friends and partners, especially when they discourage needs conflict with
him, he did very impatient. He whimsical put forward a lot of plans at any time, the split-second in
turn negative, capricious. Its intelligent and behave like a child; but there is a grown man has a
strong instinct. Before his injury, though not with a good school education, but he has a mentality
balance, is respected by acquaintances, everyone thinks he is a clever and smart businessman,
energetic, perseverance, efforts to achieve their own plans, in the sense he has completely changed.
His friends and acquaintances said he" is no longer the former, the guy, "(P. 339-340)".--, railway



workers cover, do not tell the story of aggression is innate, because his sense of attack has been
formed from an early age, is stored in the brain, because accident destroyed part of the process
rational brain cells, but inhibited the attack has not been destroyed, so it needs are not being met, it
is the aggression, and beating, and name-calling.Suppose a congenital brain disability children,
nobody taught him swearing, nor taught his aggressive behavior.At the time of his needs are not
being met in addition to crying also could not attack people, because the attack is learned, science
can uncover all mysteries, science can lead us move forward, can lead human evolution of science,
science can lead the social development.Let's go sun bathing in science, civilization and health.

Sleep can quickly restore the body energy, can ensure the development of the body,
energetic.Insomnia, can let a person the body energy consumption, fast development, let the body
towards the morbid depression.There are many ways to the treatment of insomnia with drug
therapy, acupuncture treatment, psychological treatment, have self-regulation self treatment and so
on all kinds of treatments.Drug therapy, acupuncture treatment, psychological treatment, it is by
the physician or psychiatrist operation, the patients who were treated with a pattern.And
self-regulation in self treatment operations entirely by himself, his control a method of physiology
and psychology to complete treatment, it is a take temporary solution and effect a permanent cure,
the method of this method in the treatment of insomnia, and, and have mastered some knowledge
of the physical and psychological, accumulated a body of scientific knowledge.Self adjusting, self
control method has a lot of, no matter what method, is inseparable from the physiological and
psychological adjustment adjustment.No matter which on the one hand, the psychological
problems from all want to find the psychological root, and then to analyze the psychological root
and dialectical, convince yourself, let yourself go.For example, because of the vanity of pressure
lead to insomnia, we can such dialectical we grasp on to the false vanity?Vanity is important or
physical fitness (insomnia seriously affect the healthy body), dialectical after we figured out.Again
because the economy and cause insomnia, for instance, we can such dialectical, money is
important or health important?Money and happiness, which is what we need?Dialectic is finished,
we figured out the problem of entanglement, relieved.Mental emotional problems, we can through
the dialectical convince yourself, to change their mistake cognition of things.Psychological
adjustment is the physical adjustment is simple, just to keep the body comfortable
experience.Physiological regulation theory is very PangBo, can physical adjustment is more
simple, the purpose of the purpose of physiological regulation is the core of healthy and
comfortable.No matter how many methods and theories are not out of these purposes.Mental and
physical health, insomnia after adjust completely cured.Without the insomnia, we can be energetic,
to be refreshed.Use your wisdom let insomnia disappear from your body, quick let oneself become
healthy gens!

Constitution and the immune system has a very important relationship, there are many kinds of
constitution, vary because of health and immune system.I is the study of human, some people like
muscle male, think muscle male health, very strong.And I think the most healthy people are fat,
muscle balance development, the muscle will not stand out in the hard condition.People there are a
variety of physical, each kind of constitution determines the index of the immune system.In my
research the healthiest manifested the strongest man from the body immunity is a force of feeling
and temperament (natural expression of from the inside out, not in order to show to see others, if



in order to reflect to others, is affected, is reflected in the temperament, but funny).But have
temperament is not necessarily the most health, immune index is the highest.Immune index, and
the health, the tallest person must have temperament, strong sense of people.There is very relaxing
and even some lazy this kind of people's physique, that a person's immune index is generally not
high.They are some of the surface looks very strong, in fact the immune index is not high.There is
a healthy person, they are very poor people, constitution their immune system was destroyed, they
are surrounded by a potential of various diseases, become a member of the patient at any
time.Physique after exercise can be improved, and the immune system through movement and
scientific training can also improve (including physical comfort, psychological training, the grasp
of the negative emotions and correct).

Depends on the quality and speed of learning, children learn faster than adults, high quality,
because the child's learning is better than adults.Is adult's subjective influence the learning state,
the adult's subjective let adults learning a bit does not adapt, so study up to the same time, and
children have the difference.Want to have a good state of learning, to learn from children, less
subjective, it's easy to learn quickly and improve the quality of learning.

Conditioning is divided into two kinds, one kind is the conditioned reflex awareness class, one
kind is conditions launch event classes.Enlightened people most of the time, a lot of rare
conditioning environment, even if a conditioned reflex, can be adjust in an instant.Average person
appear conditioned reflex, in a short period of time it is difficult to adjust, the conditional reflex on
them will continue for a period of time.For example, the roll into the shape of the shit, average
person can produce a conditioned reflex, lenovo, will associate toffee and shit, no appetite.While
enlightenment will not appear this kind of conditioned reflex, enlightened people see is the
essence of sugar, and not the surface.They will look like dog poop sugar to eat with relish, this is
the general and the enlightenment of the difference, the average person surface too attached to
things, so they have no way to taste the delicious.Reflex is good for us, we will use our
conditioning service, conditioned reflex is bad for us, we will refuse to conditioned reflex, even
appeared a conditioned reflex, so we should timely adjust, allow yourself to get rid of the bondage
of conditioned reflex, don't let your reflexes hurt you.

Lucid dreams theory researchers have demonstrated a conscious awareness of the people are
dreaming is a learned skill - by regular exercise can improve -- - make the dreamer control the
direction of their dreams.Can use various methods to cause lucid dreams.Once the awareness to
the dream, although no awake, sleeper will enter into the state of lucid dreams, they can control
their dreams, in accordance with the target of the dream of their own, and make the result of the
dream meet their current needs.If the sleep firmly believe that the dream is possible, and regular
exercise, the results will improve their memory ability of lucid dreams.Laberge such researchers
think, for the dream that "uncontrolled" control of the event is very healthy, because it promotes
the individual's confidence and make it a positive experience.--, the significance of lucid dreams,
for because of the nightmares never rest good people, use lucid dreams led them against their
favorable dream, let the dreamer guided by nightmares against yourself good dream, so out of fear
of dreams.But it is not for everyone, a healthy person training lucid dreams may cause all sorts of
unknown negative problems.Healthy people don't go to training the ability and technology.Dreams



don't have a dream there is no need to hold on, because it is not unhealthy judgment of health
standard, it also does not affect our happiness and comfort.

Why no placebo drug can play the role of the drug?Is psychological effect on the physiological,
stir up their own immune function, produce good chemical reaction, chemicals produced for
physical rehabilitation, as long as we understand the principle, we even can abandon the placebo,
we don't have to rely on placebo or be chained to a placebo.We can adjust the psychology, directly
through the physiological and psychological effects generated by physical health benefits of a
chemical reaction, good ideological and cultural mentality effect on the body will produce good
chemical reaction.We can use a placebo instead of some drugs, then we can also use psychological
role of the characteristics of physiology, can replace a placebo.

Memory and attention affects IQ, memory and attention are relatively 30% role in
intelligence, solve the problem, a genius, in terms of memory and attention, however, IQ is not
high, another in terms of memory and attention are usually, but the intelligence quotient is very
high.If two people to solve the same problem, solve the problem for both of them lack of
professional knowledge, who will handle the problem better, in most cases is to memory and
attention, people with high IQ processing better.Constitute the main elements of memory is not IQ,
but is indispensable in the IQ.

Let the regretless youth stroll in the galaxy, exiled nine days.Back in one hundred, the pitch
lived.Roving through mind wandering in the secular, shoe on the moon.In one thousand, miss, to
the best of all good causes and conditions.Yesterday, yesterday lost youth, youth, leaving a string
of a string of • • • • • • regretless footprints.

Wine, drink, drink more, killed the cat.Drink can promote blood circulation, more drink,
gastrointestinal disorder, damage the body.Dinner drink, the more heroes get on the wine table,
lofty sentiments thousand zhangs, life health hero shortness of breath, before the body
disorder.There are no heroes on the wine table, the so-called table hero is a fool.Heroes are to
follow traditions, mo in the table of heroes.

Food also, color is not the nature of the animal evolution.Saint of sex have evolved and
non-attachment in color.Animals need, saint enlightenment.Animals need, so would rather be hurt
by color, also end up without regrets.Saint of board, so there is no bound by color.Beings are not
free in the presence of color, is controlled by lust, and saint is free and unfettered.

A little bit of money in innumerable, longitudinal doesn't buy happiness.The goods in the present
society, no money is nothing, but money also can't buy life, more happiness and personal
meaning.The commodity society it is easy to create a nouveau riche, but it is difficult to make a
noble spirit.

Pride can't have, but not without our character.Gas hurts, body nothing to save.Upright, and in
August to forever.



Like a sharp double-edged sword right, he can be to the public, and can sting to power himself.He
can serve the public, also can service in power, as the authority I have the wisdom to use this
double-edged sword.

The earth mother for nearly two centuries, suffered the most crazy plunder, leading to the earth
mother covered in bruises.Someone threw the accused in the science, however, few people are
pointing in the direction of our own greed.Science in the service, is our unlimited development
and demand, led to our unsustainable development.All people with greed for us to let us live in the
earth mother love is!Because this is our living space, this is our living and perfect evolution of
pure land.

Enlightenment ket one: once into the void, the tide in the womb.As one, the universe remit enjoys
bliss solemnly.

Enlightenment assignment 2: when side face is empty, this truth in the heart.Heart outside the
religion is ignorance, heart this shortcut.Nothing will not really have, round jinri living
heart.Knows your heart is really like, well at ease for pleasure

In the empty person there, loneliness is a kind of pain.To enrich the people there, loneliness
is a kind of enjoyment.Not is lonely is beautiful, lonely beauty not beautiful depends on the state
of mind.

Dying is only temporary, after the fall is the new beginning.The spring breeze, the decadent spring
rain, the next round of a dizzying array of flower color of the flowers.Fall means the end of the old
and new start.Fall does not mean the end, withered flowers bloom is just a natural phenomenon, a
natural process.

Struggle is induced by the external environment made itself a psychological activities detrimental
to health of body and mind.A wise man will in the shortest possible time, make the best decisions,
get rid of entangled with this kind of psychological activities detrimental to health of body and
mind.A fool will make this kind of psychological activities detrimental to health of body and mind,
stay longer, damage the physical and mental health.

Some people put the vicissitudes of life in the face, some people put the vicissitudes of life in the
heart, and people live a lifetime nothing on characterization, wasted this life.The vicissitudes of
life in the face, is after too much wind and rain, to depict all experiences and wind and rain on the
forehead wrinkles, depicting the experienced wind and rain after the pair of deep eyes.The
vicissitudes of life in the face, who after the storm, they tangle between morality and their own
interests, they are confused and stray, their inner conflict, lead to rapid aging, forehead wrinkles
now early.The vicissitudes of life in the inner man, is optimistic person, this person only
accumulate experience and experience, this kind of person with a positive optimistic over the ups
and downs in life, on their appearance simply don't see the storm clouds bring their appearance
changes, they have accumulated a lot of experience and experience.Characterizes the vicissitudes
in the inner man is gentleman's gentleman, so before the storm, they did not produce any



entanglement and shaken, they use positive and optimistic overcome difficulties in front of the
storm.

Envy is a sharp sword, he stabbed ourselves at the same time, also hurt others.Jealousy in the rapid
consumption of our physical, envy also spoiled our immune system.When we won't let envy this
negative mood rises, hurt themselves, hurt others.Quickly abandoned jealous of this kind of
negative emotions, don't hurt self body and mind, let's enjoy some more, praise and blessing!

We can be poor, but we can not live without integrity.We can have nothing, but we can not live
without character.We can go to try to change the poverty, but the gentleman the love of money
take youdao.

Won a good reputation is the goal of everyone, hold on reputation and name, sometimes not, when
you lose principle of board is bitter.Put down exactly in their clinging to the honorary, with no
name to name the young to motivate yourself, speak only pay, no return.According to his ability,
objective rationally grasp the objective environment, some more good deeds.You pay a lot for the
family, the family will be more cherish and your affection.Did you pay for the motherland, the
motherland will remember you, you pay for the world, the world will bless you.How much did
you pay for the world, you will get the corresponding reputation.

Spiritual wealth should be, and no material wealth.Is joy are common spiritual wealth,
spiritual wealth is missing.Material wealth is often and no is joy, lack of material wealth, can't live,
is bitter.

Their understanding of physical and psychological, on his own, adjustable royal sex to understand
how much, determines its own immune system is the best state, their own state of mind and body
is the most healthy.If you want to get a healthy body, must be on the physical, psychological, ideas,
ideologies, and adjustable royal sex of physiology and psychology, in-depth study and
understanding, to know, the more the more health.

Big faint in the city, small faint the woods.Way in the mundane of daily necessities and food and
clothing live line.Way more secular evolution in led all kinds of culture and science, more in the
moon and stars, in every inch, in mountain stream.Fully reflect the characteristics of the tao
natural, harmonious and orderly running.

Under the condition of physiology and psychology in harmony, social nature.Some people fear of
social, it is a mental illness.Some introverted, but is not afraid of social, just don't like social, there
is a physical and objective environment.Positive and optimistic person, they will give the positive
transfer to others so that their social would be successful.Fear of social people is a kind of
psychological disease, time is long, physiological and psychological effects fear this negative
mood produces chemical reaction, that is harmful to the body paralysis damage nerve and muscle
cells, nerves and muscle cells whose processing language lesions, even if they have expressed
desire of communication, physiological nor does it support to natural, harmonious and
communication.They can all lazy at this time, they want to a person quiet, if you want to change



myself, to psychological and physiological adjustment together.While training yourself speak of
the desire to experience hard experience, experience in communicating with others in the natural
harmonious atmosphere, through training you can slowly natural harmonious social with others.

Sincerity is the cornerstone of friendship. The spring never dried up.We are born in this era of
hypocrisy prevailed, sincerity is so precious.Let us once more sincerely pole OARS, white water
rafting on the sea of friendship.Roving through sincerity to all directions, forever is our course.

Modesty is what we used to give respect to us, for the enemy and no respect for our people, we not
only can not humble, but to let them know our good, with the strength to subdue them.

IQ = psychological age present biological age by 100 the IQ tests, not universal IQ test method,
psychological age is young, there are two kinds of circumstances, is a kind of ignorance is no
pressure, so the mental age is young.Another kind is good at adjusting themselves, adjust
themselves to the most positive and optimistic young state.If the first and the second is the same as
the one person's mental and physical, so their IQ?Their IQ certainly is not the same.IQ test is not
important, the important thing is that we know what is the IQ is important, intelligence quotient
(IQ) is used to solve the problem of life, no matter any problems, will be able to use the rational
enough, then you are a high IQ.

Genetic, physiological can genetic IQ, IQ the day after tomorrow will not IQ is learned, the
day after tomorrow is to study.In New York, the researchers tracked more than 2000 members of
the family have "YouKe blood" (1875), because the family has stunted growth, poor behavior and
criminal record.Developmental delays in these family members, 458 people, 171 people have a
criminal record, there are hundreds of relatives is "beggars, indulgence and prostitute".The study
concluded that genetic in the notorious bad development plays a main role in the family.-- I think
it is caused by genetic "inferior" natural family this conclusion is not correct, not naturally inferior
nation or family in the world, their behavior caused the infamous bad related to acquired the
cultural contact.Their family culture, family environment, has taken the they create a lot of bad
quality, these bad quality is not genetic, if they were raising a couple put their noble, noble
education them politely.So all human bad behavior, from the day after tomorrow, is not genetic.

Before the human beings and society there is no perfect evolution, creativity always lead our
course.Create the material for us to enjoy, to create the culture and science for our evolution and
practical.Creation is the exclusive of the wise, is the product of good at thinking.

Telepathy is no mystery, peel off when science telepathy, appear in front of us is everyone has
induction ability, telepathy with inherent (without scientific training, existed), also has the day
after tomorrow with scientific training, induction cannot fully induction of all, an event is
sometimes felt, didn't understand what was in the induction to the meaning, not to be induced
because there are a lot of objective conditions.Induction ability and cannot be used for a long time,
if used for a long time will damage the body.Unless the physiological and psychological thorough,
self as the highest realm, energy consumption when using various functions to one side, the side to
produce energy.When we sleep wake up, our eye, ear, nose tongue body, are in our energy



consumption.To high level, after the enlightenment eye ear nose and tongue body, our advantage,
become a meditation, not only won't our energy consumption, but also can accumulate our energy,
also is the eye, ear, nose tongue body, to.As long as the train slowly with the scientific method,
everyone can play itself was some induction ability training.But don't persistent, specific functions
in the development of our human not occupy very important position.

The wise know how to use this clock, good at using biological clock to serve themselves.A fool a
waste of the biological clock, the clock has become a thorn to his sharp sword.Clock can be
protect our ideology, cultural knowledge, ideology, routine, dietary laws, etc. All good, the patron
saint of healthy habits.Instruments of the wise to oneself in the biological objective, rational and
scientific planning, to clock and perfect service.And a fool has no wisdom and the ability to
perfect use of biological clock, because they do not know anything about clocks, they more
wisdom no rational planning clock.Clock need to plan, don't let bad habits in the body.

A lot of objective factors decided to human life, general can be divided into two kinds, one is
its own inner emotions, ideology, ideology, state.Additionally one kind is various objective factors
from the outside.Decided human life is the most important factor of their emotions and ideology,
ideology and state, the second is to determine the objective environment of human life.Each day is
a positive and optimistic mood and state of the health, open-minded ideas and ideologies, so can
away from disease, increase the body immunity, anti-aging, all of these provide the basis for a
natural death and assurance.

Time is so free, not for who stay.Time went away with the youth of the wise, and wise men from
the time rob back with money can't buy ideas, experience, and experience.Time also took a fool's
youth, but a fool wasted the precious time.

Separation, every time when I back up the bags and on the journey of dreams.Are you worried
about my heart forever, my mother, my hometown.My relatives, friends,,,,,, bless you, looking
forward to the next meeting.Dreams, dream in the distance.

Philosophers and psychologists have genetic and experience for the development of changes in the
relative importance of the debate for a long time.Now, most researchers agree that development is
the result of interaction between nature and upbringing.Nature (genetic) in the developing, I
believe, only about 30%, and vice versa, play a bigger role, accounting for about 70%.But the
interaction between nature and vice versa, supplement each other.

Some people are afraid of the light, afraid of the light is a kind of mental illness.If not timely
adjusted, affect the physiological and physical, physiological tend to negative.By this time the
whole person is negative, afraid of light, lost interest in many things.Treat the mental illness,
cannot ignore physical adjustment, to physical and psychological adjustment, as well as the
supplement each other.Adjust the method of physiology and psychology, experience the body
comfortable happy, experiencing more than sun moon light.And in the experience beyond the
moon, the sun itself in the light, to experience this light let yourself feel comfortable like never
before.Tell yourself that you don't have the necessary afraid of light, let oneself like by



hate.However, adjust the first time will be very tired, as long as the stick to a period of time,
fatigue elimination, afraid of the light of this pathological psychology was gone.

IQ IQ increasing decline will be associated with human life, in constant time is usually very
little.Humans learned that I took the form of dynamic development, there are many factors that
can cause increasing IQ decline, have a family environment, school environment and social
environment.As well as ideology, cultural knowledge and ideology, can cause IQ increasing
decline.The development of the intelligence quotient (IQ) has three models: "increasing,
decreasing, constant".IQ is in a constant time is very low, because the family had an accident, or
great changes have taken place in society, or we learn the new ideology, cultural knowledge, these
will make our IQ appear floating, increasing or decreasing.Good family environment, learning
environment and social environment, coupled with good ideas, culture and ideology, IQ can
improve and enhance, on the contrary, the worst aspects of development, IQ will decline.Good
thought idea, the cultural knowledge and ideology, there are open educational wisdom.

Cleanliness is a kind of psychological disease, should be timely treatment and adjust.As the
illness grew heavier and treatment is more and more difficult.Let their own living environment
and environmental health, this is an advantage.But can't speak hygiene is too harsh, too harsh a
cleanliness, will affect the normal life, our life would be a disorder.Dirty cleanliness let a person
feel the environment around, can't adapt to, so they put all the energy used in the cleaning, is a
driving force of cleanliness behavior, so they kept clear clean.Should face to them this is a kind of
psychological disease, adjust yourself to adapt to the surrounding environment, another from the
aspects of physiology to hard experience more comfortable, quiet and calm.Through experience,
physiological and psychological intervention to pathological development slowly back to calm,
calm, happiness and joy.

Masters are those who through hard work, some achievements are obtained, and then by some
people named on the master.The master is not used to worship, the master is the ladder of the
progress of our, the master is let's learn and beyond.Worship will only make the worshiper lose the
best chance to obtain knowledge, admirers even and master in close proximity, but also it is
difficult to grasp the master thought, culture and ideology.Is the worship in the fan and the master
of culture, caused the gap between ideas and ideologies.

Buddhist leakage flux, in my point of view is human sublimation and evolutionary thoroughly and
already perfect, there is a difference with the Buddha, in happiness, freedom, from every idea to
each behavior, are no longer make mistakes, no longer create bad karma.In order to get a leakage
flux, must perfect sublimation and evolution.Don't cling to avatar, cling to avatar, will fall on evil
demons heretics.Happiness, freedom and liberation is the goal we pursue forever.

Mahayana buddhist and theravada buddhist difference is that the mahayana theravada buddhist
learning became a theravada Buddhism, the mahayana buddhist theravada Buddhism developed
into the mahayana Buddhism.Theravada buddhists cannot truthfully understand the motives of the
doctrine of Buddha and the Buddha intention, distort the Buddha thought, culture, doctrine of
intention and motivation.Mahayana buddhist truthfully understand the intentions, the Buddha's



teachings and motivation they can use intention truly understand the teachings of Buddha and
motive leading all culture, secular culture, culture of mahayana and theravada culture.

Reciting amitabha is a mahayana practitioners practice, can the theravada followers there and
mahayana teachings into practice of the lesser.The motivation of them chanting has revealed
they're theravada, some for their own interests, some weird to avatar, some merit to, sometimes in
order to, to a certain level.Real amitabha mahayana practitioners practice intention to set up the
correct motive, own happiness relief at the same time, also pay attention to all of life's happiness
and relief.With the right chanting the purpose, to learn how to chanting, amitabha of mahayana
practitioners method is mouth fortune at the same time, the experience of the Buddha's vows and
ideological culture, experience oneself is amitabha Buddha, amitabha Buddha's own, without the
second.Work experience time is long, the human body biological clock, the Buddha's vows and
ideology and culture, and your body 2 for one, then you've had a Buddha, why to after the death of
looking forward to the pure land?

The universe is the law of the universe, the world is the law of the law of each country is the
law of each country.The rule of law as long as it is reasonable is perfect, we should abide by
it.Reasonable and perfect law rules constraint is not our freedom, is the person's constraints.If the
rule of law is not reasonable and not perfect, so we put these perfect law development, or to some
perfect methods we use the rule of law service.

Evil fate to experience our mind is the most favorable, there are three ways of dealing with evil
fate.It a: evil for evil, this kind of method applies to the heinous ACTS, with a good and moral
isn't easy to correct and change its evil thoughts and actions.Evil has become their habit, very
difficult to change them, only to find their weaknesses, punishing evil evil.With a strong
impressed them, forcing it to change wrong, then gains an enemy, is no reason for good causes and
conditions.Second: the combination of good and evil is to punish evil for evil, not this kind of
method applies to the human nature, and moral sense of shame.We use moral goodness to closer to
us and not the human nature, and moral sense of shame.Then to punishing evil evil force it to
change wrong, evil for good causes and conditions.Third: good governance evil, this kind of
method applies to civilized people, has the quality a moral man.Their evil is false, the evil is not
their nature.Their wickedness is only temporary, with moral goodness is able to change them,
become evil for good causes and conditions.

In this world, most people have ideal, have goals in life, but in the end, they did not succeed.The
reason is that they lack practice, some even is not lack of practice, but there is no ideal and goal in
life and not only to practice, it is called the tower of Babel.Sets up the goal of a healthy life, in
operation, on the basis of practice, rule of law and morality, try every way to achieve your goal in
life, in this way can we reach the shore of success.So, more practice is more successful.

Good cultural knowledge and a positive motivational cultural knowledge can give us or
increase our comfort and well-being, and cultural knowledge and negative cultural knowledge can
impact or reduce our comfort and happiness.Requires rigorous thinking logic of culture and
science, in the first stage, will also reduce the degree of comfort and happiness, fully understand



the connotation of them, such as contact again, comfort and happiness will not cut.

We should learn to tolerate, learn to understanding, tolerance is a great.Tolerance of others is a
virtue, shortcomings and mistakes when someone hurt us we should not have hate heart, even
hatred rose heart, we should also be instantly destroy the hatreds, we should choose to forgive.One
of Buddha's ten kinds of names, have a howling "royal husband", the royal husband from
literalness can explain Buddha is a at the royal their psychological and physical sensation, in the
face of injury caused by negative emotions "hatred" Buddha to the royal, we can also adjust the
royal, so we should learn from the Buddha, do a good at the royal sensation of body and mind,
tolerance is a kind of good quality, have, have moral cultured people have.Learn to tolerate, our
happiness will get promoted.Learn to tolerate, we will gain more friendship.

A wise man must be harmony, and is a principle.A fool either extreme or not the principles of
harmony.

Calibrated frequently in calibrated in the diamond sutra deeds merit of alms, calibrated to
give alms material qualities and guide sentient beings merit of the truth of the enlightenment, the
Buddha often speak to a three thousand world shippo alms in people, such as gold and silver
jewellery with these jewels are solemn, they make their appearance solemn, for all to see they
respect them, not discriminate against them, to give such deeds and merits of the method (here
refers to the truth and the methods of how to grasp the truth), made a detailed quantity, Buddha
said with merit of qibao alms is only one over one million of the truth, charity, one over ten
million.Truth can let a person evolution and sublimation, can let a person gone round sleep
(Buddha).And giving more substance, they remain unchanged, the nature of matter and can't let
their awakening and evolution.

Hair in many buddhist scriptures often see the buddhas and bodhisattvas under such vows, which
means using the best food to feed everyone, with diet increase everyone's happiness, not to let you
suffered a lot because of the diet.And vows is made of the best clothing, jewelry and other
accessories to support you, let it be solemn, confident, not discrimination.Can be seen from these
vows not only Buddha bodhisattva's noble sentiment, also reflects the "dharma in the world, from
the world".We don't hold on material life, but every mahayana buddhist wish everyone
comfortable, live out the self-confidence.

Superstitious people self sealing, cannot view their faith with an open mind, often
importune.It is folly, some superstitions are hopeless.Superstition is better than no letter, no faith
is wise than most superstitious person, at the very least they open, can communication, speak the
truth.Without faith is more realistic, the possibility of self sealing tiny, they do not set goals in life,
there is no direction in life, so easy to lost in real life.Is better than no faith is letter, the correct
outlook on life, the life of faith, goal in life, life will have a sense of direction, will not deviate
from the course of life.

Doing nothing is not what we pursuit of realm, doing nothing all are what we pursue to the state,
doing nothing all the words to the right in the diamond sutra no born in its heart.



If the youth did not pursue the work, they could not get to work.How can I change the pursuit of
the children of low-income families and look forward to?The research shows that children's goal
to a great extent affected by the education goals: to what extent are they in school can read to
them.Therefore, the change of low-income families feel the education reform, the final request for
the future to make all the students believe in the importance of school experience and
effectiveness.--, low-income students low target to work, I think education reform can not
fundamentally solve the problem, the fundamental problem in the outlook on life, values on the
lack of.If there is a positive and healthy outlook on life, values, and in any job will go a long
way.If there is no positive and healthy outlook on life, values, it is a good work will be
negative.As long as the work positive, three hundred and sixty lines, line out of the top, also afraid
of income does not change?How to set up the outlook on life, the values for the students is the
problem of education and the key.

Obesity has a lot of, have a gene that has caused by diet, and status.Genetic obesity is caused
by congenital, the obesity is caused by the genes you're born with.If you want to change the gene,
a gene change is the use of drugs, additionally one kind is to adjust status, the person's status, feel
can optimize gene, also can let gene is damaged, people can feel sometimes, change the chemical
reactions in the body, synthetic fat or muscle.With obesity caused by diet, nutrition surplus and
diet causes of obesity.And state caused by obesity, we humans have the function of self in
shape.We can adjust our local fatter or thinner, also can adjust the body fatter or thinner.Principle
is that the state of force and power of thought can be in a certain degree of changes in physiology,
this change can be reflected in the whole or partial fatter or thinner.Or can make eyes clear, double
buccal fat or thin or strong feeling, but the beauty of the people pay attention to integrity, we
should have overall shape in shape.Obese people generally muscle relaxation, their status is very
lazy, so many obese people and lazy in this state.Temperament, general by inherent ideology and
culture effect from inside the body, the effect on the muscle, the driven by ideology and culture
inherent to the royal muscle of is a kind of temperament.People like graceful muscle in the
imperial state, the intrinsic chemical reaction, synthesis of energy material, synthetic energy
material most won't be fat, muscle, so less dignified people fat.We don't cling to the external
appearance, but we should let herself more beautiful.

The research thinks, sexual preference is a genetic component.Mastered the part
characteristics is determined by heredity --, researchers began to search for possible control of
homosexual or heterosexual gene sequences (Bailey et al., 1999; Hamer et al., 1993; Rice et al.,
1999).Therefore, biology determines your destiny?Further research may strengthen or weaken this
view, but it seems clear that the emergence of some characteristics of homosexual or heterosexual,
entirely support for biometric factors (Gladue, 1994; Levay, 1996).-- I think this kind of sexual
preference has a genetic component that view is wrong, if the gene sequences to judge whether the
preference genetic characteristics, it is biased, because of their genetic sequences are likely to be
homosexual feel the day after tomorrow cause changes in the sequence.Because feel genes can be
optimized, can also let gene is damaged, can also affect gene sequence.Our sexual preference and
sexual orientation again according to the source, what is causing the gay this behavior, roughly in
these circumstances, a: there is some family, when the boy girl, the girl raised when a boy, cause



the child's gender confusion, will affect their sexual orientation or sexual preference.2: the
objective environment, the imbalance between men and women are also easily to sexual
orientation and sexual preference.3: some people see gay as a kind of fashion and trend, and then
began to imitate.Four: some because curious about gay and stimulate began to imitate, time is long,
formed the addiction, nature will change their sexual orientation and gender preference.Five:
influence on sexual orientation preference and the spread of sex culture idea sex ideology has a
very important relationship.Sexual culture can let go to hell, sexual culture can also let go to
heaven.Let's create a more positive and healthy sexual culture, sexual concept and ideology, let us
work together towards the other shore.

The industrialization of the modern society has provided people with fast rhythm, high
consumption of life.The only time people always have many things to do, also worry about
uncertain prospects, there is very little time to family or entertainment.However, if there is no
pressure, your life will be better?Life without pressure would be no challenge -- - not to overcome
the difficulties, not to develop a new field, also have no reason to accelerate running your mind or
improve your ability.Every organism faces pressure from the external environment and individual
needs.Individuals must solve these problems, so as to survive and prosper.-- - "pressure is power
of life" this argument and the driving force behind this kind of life is negative, we have a better,
more positive and more healthy life driving force.Power generated by the pressure is a kind of
instinct of all animals drive mode, human have evolved by this kind of low-level driver, evolving
into the built into the senior drivers of ideology and culture.Driving force is generated by ideology
and culture positive, healthy.Tell from medical Angle, pressure is a kind of negative emotions, is
harmful to human body.From a psychological point of view this is the source of mental illness.Tell
from dynamic pressure power is not the most perfect best living area.From the perspective of
sociology pressure brings to the social development is more harm than good.By the driving force
of ideology and culture to solve all these problems.Such as maslow's "self-realization" that caused
by cultural driving force is positive health.We look forward to in the field of dynamics of life,
there will be more by positive, healthy, perfect, by the ideology and culture built into a driving
force of life.

Pressure into cancer a few tunes: - the lack of happiness, comfort, numbness, discomfort, or
cancer illness.Stress is a kind of ideology, it is a feeling of not conducive to the physical and
mental health.Feel can optimize gene, also can let genetic damage.Feel good feeling can produce
beneficial to human body of chemical reactions, beneficial to human health, repair the damaged
genes.Bad feeling feeling can produce harmful chemical reactions, damage to human body health,
damage healthy genes.Pressure is a kind of ideology, with this ideology will reduce happiness and
comfort, pressure continuous will enter to numb period, pressure continue suffering discomfort,
will occur if the pressure is not adjusted at this time there will be sick or cancer.Pressure when the
numb period had formed a lesion and qi stagnation point (that is, the core part of the cancer), the
pathological changes of pressure continues to spread, uncomfortable symptoms.Pressure to
continue again, until don't adapt to the pain, to check into the terminal cancer.Face pressure, we
should timely intervention and regulation, don't wait to have the regulation of disease
again.Cancer is not terrible, as long as knowing our human body, to understand the physiological
and perception, thought idea change between culture and ideology, we can produce cancer itself,



also will be able to cure cancer.Human science and profound, but we will reveal the body.

If met three people, a powerful, a full read now, a beggar.Three people are debating, or argue, we
should support?The first step, I who all don't support, I meditation to listen to three people debate,
understand the objective factors, and then standing in position to contrast their argument, the truth,
what is right is wrong also surfaced.There are a lot of people have a look at three people identity,
as soon as it is subjective thought is powerful, also some people think that to satisfy the read now,
no one think beggar is basically correct.Is people's superstitious authority as a result of people too
subjective, and unable to recognize the beggar also is likely to be correct.

We see every miracle, is that each of the founders of the miracle, when others don't see the
result of the hard efforts.

Success won't patronize, an idle man and diligent person in the way of life can always kept
harvest.The idle man squandered youth in idleness, industrious stretched the length of time.

In the understanding and definition of the external environment there is a significant individual
differences.Body is not healthy people, the disease in the pain of torture, likely the understanding
and definition of the external environment will be a little bit more negative.Healthy people for the
understanding and definition of the external environment has significant individual difference of
from the day after tomorrow.Affect the understanding and definition of the external environment
of individual differences of the acquired factors include: experience difference factors,
environmental factors, cultural differences, the outlook on life values differences, motivation goal
difference.The day after tomorrow if these factors of unhealthy or missing, personal understanding
of the external environment and define short-sighted and one-sided, these unhealthy or lack of
understanding of the external environment and definition to the behavior, they cling to at the
moment, the moment, cause they can't harmony long-term look at problems and situations.The
day after tomorrow if these factors are healthy or perfect, personal understanding of the external
environment and define eyes profound and harmony, the perfect, healthy perception of the
external environment and definition to the behavior, their behavior is sustainability, from their
body of is a kind of wisdom.

Bandura's cognitive social learning theory emphasizes the observational learning process,
namely the individual by observing the behaviour of others to change his/her behavior.Through
observation study, children and adults have a lot of the social environment of information.Through
the observation, you can know what actions are appreciated, what is punished, what is
ignored.Because you can use the memory and thinking to external events, you can predict the
result of an action without hands-on experience.Simply by watching what others do and the results
of their actions, you can get some ideas, skills, and attitudes.--, observational learning process is a
fast gain skills, attitudes and ideas of a shortcut, the shortcut can in a short time, let's get a lot of
social environment information, skills, attitudes and ideas.Observation in the repair process has
happened, it is very important, for what didn't happen, our experience and to develop their own
experience is particularly important.Observational learning process and to develop their own
experience and experience is very important also, observe the function of the learning process is



the study of existing knowledge and has already happened, and develop the function of their own
experience and experience is used to solve is happening but I haven't deal with good things, for
the accumulation of new knowledge and skills and prepared.Observational learning process like
computer programming, the programming of good systems already on the inside, the computer
will surpass it.Investigate its reason, the computer will not appear the brain fatigue, a variety of
complicated factors on the brain's memory, attention, thinking ability, form the interference.People
and computer common processing has a computer programming good things, the computer will
not subject to any environmental impact, given the right answer in the shortest possible time, and
the human brain will be affected by various environmental factors.But it's already exists or has
already happened (programming), if the objective conditions is unknown, the computer will never
give out the correct answer, but we humans always find the best solutions in the
adventures.Observational learning process like computer programming, can only handle already
exists or has already happened.So, when the unknown happens, we should figure out some new
problems processing methods, skills, experience, and experience.

A criticism of social learning and cognitive theory is the theory often do not have the
sentiment, as an important part of personality.In psychodynamic theory, emotions such as anxiety
is a very important role.And in social learning and cognitive theory, the mood just is thought to be
associated with other cognitive or behavioral process of the product and not given the same
importance.For those who think in terms of emotional central position in the personality of the
scholars, the theory of social learning and cognitive theory of this neglect is a very serious
defects.--, this kind of defect is perfect, can development in social learning and cognitive theory,
when does not involve the sentiment, sentiment question is prominent, processing a variety of
problems that would be no need to think about too many emotional problems, because they don't
need to.When we place oneself in the midst of emotional problems, especially emotional problems
will appear, we must first deal with emotional problems, and then didn't have time to have energy
to deal with other problems.When the emotional problems seriously affect the people, social
learning and cognitive theory also like psychodynamic, would also give the same importance,
mood or emotional problems will affect the processing of other problems.Each domain, each kind
of theory, should be comprehensive, perfect, perfect, every scientific research workers or experts
and scholars should strive for this goal.

Health is the cornerstone of self-esteem perfect outlook on life values.Not a perfect outlook on life,
values will be reflected in the form of morbid self-esteem, rely upon.Health perfect outlook on life
values leading the course of self-esteem, put the self-esteem to the health.

Every kind of professional can produce predictability in the corresponding field, professional and
experience plays an important role in predicting human behavior.

Emotional intensity than the negative emotion restrain down with self psychological
counseling therapy effect is better.Inhibition did not resolve the negative emotions, but just store
negative emotions in the brain, with the accumulation of negative emotions, negative emotions in
the area of the brain is like a ticking time bomb, may explode at any time, and the emotional
catharsis this way than to suppress this kind of method of self psychological treatment effect is



better.Emotional expression way of methods varied, have a positive emotional catharsis, have a
negative emotional catharsis.Positive emotional expression such as at the top of the castle peak,
and called on the yelling at the same time put the negative emotions to shout out.Negative
emotional intensity like call names, such as dummies instead of reality kicks and blows.There are
a lot of people use various methods to approach the negative emotion vent out.Even the positive
emotional expression method, are not the best way.With positive and healthy cultural concept and
defuse negative emotions than emotional expression and the positive effect is
better.Misunderstanding, for example, people around you, everybody laughing at you, then you
can use the lu xun's "looking angrily condemned, head bowed as a willing ox" this quote to
psychological dredge, rather than anger, it's much more than their class is high.Through the
experience "looking angrily condemned to refer, head bowed as a willing ox" this quote can feel
they don't succumb to the secular gossip, don't be annihilated by message, and don't care about
their ridicule, willing to make friends with them, for their service.As training and cleared up his
heart, his tolerance, sublimate their own moral humanity, evolution and cultivate their positive and
optimistic attitude towards life, with positive and healthy psychological dredge cultural idea, so
self treatment of mental illness is the most active and healthy, the most perfect method.

Psychic powers are the differences and schizophrenia, specific functions can be clarified
because schizophrenia is a mental illness, their voices illusion illusion is not proof.Cause the cause
of the symptoms of schizophrenia, there are internal cause and external cause.Internal cause is due
to their own problems, external cause is caused by external stimuli, interference, attack.Proponents
can let a person thinking, but don't listen, keep positive and optimistic attitude, a period of time.In
the healthy development of human evolution and social cultural dominant forever, in the healthy
development of human evolution and social psychic always in the back of the culture.Psychic, and
we pursue happiness and comfort are relationship is not very big, we don't need to pursue a
specific function.There are a lot of have no culture, no positive outlook on life values by
proponents, instead of uniting into a monster.For non-drug treatment of schizophrenia, there are a
lot of ways.I study the one way is to use force to experience method, its principle is to use the
principle of chemical biology and biological clock supplement each other, work together, the cure
effect.Force the experience method of operation, force yourself to experience the love of her
family, love all people, love all life.To experience love nature, love every inch.Enjoy life, to
experience, experience to taste a cup of fragrant teas, experience enjoy a mountain
stream.Experience the life of positive feelings.The principle is positive and healthy feel can
produce beneficial to human body of chemical reactions, by forcing change feel chemical
reactions within the body.So, forced to experience a period of time, by using the principle of
biological clock, a state just keep a period of time, become a habit, when you do not deliberately
forced experience, relax and surprise you will find that you have changed, has been
healthy.Mental illness is not terrible, mental illness can be cured completely, also the most main is
we need to have the determination to overcome mental illness.

A lot of people have hypochondria, it particularly like to visit some physically weak, or
suffering from disease often.Will this hypochondria if not promptly adjust, to serious development,
damage the body immunity, responses might lead to the body disease.The hypochondriac also has
a lot of people will disappear naturally.



A person dead have the courage, the courage of life, can't also?Fools use death to prove his
incompetence, but a wise man stretched the length of the time, the limited life into the unlimited
service for the people.Death is an escape, can realize the meaning of life alive.I told myself that, in
the face of pain and difficulties to survive, with the courage to die free hand to stroke later in life,
with the courage to do anything which are unsuccessful.Alive, there is hope.Rainbow is in the
front, when you have died once, with the death of the courage to win the success of life.

【 】where "crazy" to be a normal Luo Senhan and seven other people with normal disguise
the symptoms of a simple, illusion, income of different psychiatric hospitalization.The eight false
patients in hospital was diagnosed with paranoid schizophrenia and bipolar disorder.A revenue
after school, they give up, no difference with normal all its actions.Luo Senhan found, however,
when the normal person is in a place that is not normal, he will be judged as abnormal, and any of
his actions according to the scene to explain.If these fake patients with rational way and the
medical staff to discuss their situation, and they will be report using the "intellectualization"
defense mechanism.And they put its observation on the notes, as their evidence of "writing".These
patients in disguise, on average, continue to hospital for three weeks, and no one is considered by
medical staff as normal.When their spouse or a colleague's help finally allowed to discharge, the
discharge diagnosis is still "schizophrenia", but "ease", which means their symptoms less active.-
so, now many of the asylum is a tyranny, irresponsible and also lose a regulatory agency.We
should be in the free time, we look to a mental hospital, we will find more human nature, is not
reasonable.I divorce because her family is deceived to a mental hospital forced into a mental
hospital, a lot of mental patients in a narrow space, long time not contact with nature and the
people outside, is very depressed, but a mental hospital in order to not lost people, to this kind of
responsibility, rarely let the patient and the nature, people the opportunity to contact with the
outside world.Their ruthless deprived of personal freedom by psychiatric hospital, in mental
patients, there are a lot of the attack, non-destructive and is able to provide for oneself life the
spirit of the patients, when they communicate with me in the hospital environment let a person
feel some depressed, patients like this I think have a right to self select closed or open
hospitalization hospitalization.Asylum should not be done in order to facilitate management itself
will all closed management, now some of the mental hospital in psychiatric appraisal is very
irresponsible, a healthy person came to them, give you appraisal into mental illness.Psychiatric
appraisal should be more serious than scientific research work, because of wrong identification
caused damage to the reputation of others.Hope in a mental hospital management is more and
more reasonable, more and more humanized.Hope in psychiatric appraisal on more and more
serious, more and more scientific, more and more a sense of responsibility.Hope those without
damaging and hurtful and self-reliance of the mental patients can get more freedom.

Psychological dynamics model that is located in the individual internal mental pathological
reasons.But, according to this school of thought, the founder of sigmund Freud's theory, the
internal reason is psychological rather than biological.I think psychological pathology were made
up of four factors: one, physiological, mental illness caused by physical defects such as brain
disability or etiological cause negative depression.Two, psychological, psychological disease
caused by various negative emotions such as inferiority.Three, physical and psychological



interaction, the physical and psychological interaction aggravating illness.Four, learning and
reinforcement, such as abnormal sexual behaviors.Mild physiological and rational and
reinforcement learning lead to mental disease, after treatment, there are different degrees of
improvement or cure.Have a mental illness don't pessimistic, psychological disease can be cured.

Most people with social phobia, introverted, physical negative.But can be by self adjusting to
change or improve the personality and body constitution, through self-regulation can alleviate or
cure social phobia.

17, Jim talent, the interest is extensive.Then, suddenly, he became a lonely onlookers, was isolated
from the rest of his mental disability from the social life.Specifically, he formed a kind of
compulsive washing.Due to linger in his mind he is dirty - although he tell him the reason is not
the case, he began to spend a lot of time to wash the filth of their imagination.The ritualized
washing started, he only in the weekend or evening, but soon accounted for all of his time, forcing
him to out of school (Rapoport, 1989).-- like cause Jim is part two cause and external cause,
internal cause is an accidental error feelings or psychology, in a short period of time or life
adjustment.The external cause is the interference caused by, this kind of interference with the
external environment and proponents, information field, the feeling of sorcery can interfere with a
person or psychological.I also had Jim's experience and experience, I, the processing method is to
feel oneself very dirty ugly first, but for their own evolution and sublimation, let oneself in the
aspect of ideology and culture, moral humanity more and more positive, more and more perfect
health, to purify themselves with ideological culture and morality, so as to achieve the aim of not
put to self heal.

A team of researchers raised 95 male subjects, 102 female subjects, are to be adopted in a
few days after birth.Adoption agency provides the information they supported, so that researchers
can determine which parents itself with antisocial personality disorder.These data to assess gene
provides a possibility for the effect of the disorder.Researchers to collect information from the
foster family at the same time, through interviews, they determine whether participants growth of
adoptive parents family environment is adverse, such as whether the adoptive parents have such
things as marriage, law, a series of problems such as drugs and alcohol.These data allow us to
environmental impact assessment of antisocial personality disorder.Results show that two kinds of
impact is significant: generally speaking, children whose parents are diagnosed with antisocial
personality disorder individuals or lose growth environment of individuals are more likely to
suffer from antisocial personality disorder (Cadoret et al., 1995).- antisocial personality
undoubtedly parents will give children antisocial personality genetic, this genetic limited to
physiology, the social thought and the behavior is by learning and strengthen the the day after
tomorrow.This type of man is not a neural defects is to create the human body healthy chemical
genetic defects, lead to physiological (congenital) happiness and comfortable degree is low, they
rarely have the enjoyment of life, such a person rises to negative emotions.If a child with genetic
antisocial gene, by a moral self-restraint couple to bring up, the children of the school
environment is also very friendly and good, then the genetic children its pathological antisocial
genes will be improved or cured, because a healthy positive education and culture can affect the
feeling, and feel genes can be optimized, also can let a gene is even worse.Genotype antisocial
genes with self health training, can also be significantly improved or cured.



Performance of type a personality disorder patients most from childhood desire is very active,
their performances and too love performance is related to the motivation of their intentions, they
are in order to praise and recognition.This disease is not completely from the day after tomorrow,
they are morbid mentality and behavior and physiological have certain relations, their genes are
flawed, who lack the comfort and well-being of the body.Narcissistic personality disorder patients
most starts to come alive from adolescence narcissistic tendencies, the disease is usually the heart
on sex, which is caused by psychological factors.If not for a long time to adjust, as the illness
aggravating, will also bring a certain amount of physical damage.As long as the right way, mental
illness can be cured.

People with mental disorders often internalize their rejection or refusal expectations, and the
expected negative interactions (Link et al., 1997).29 for rejection expectations 】 【 men
volunteered for the study of mental illness in hospital.They believe that the study is about the
mental disease god individuals have encountered difficulties in looking for a job.These the
subjects were told that they will deal with the personnel department of a business organization
from trainees.Half of the subjects were told that the trainees know they was a mental illness, the
other half of the subjects were told that the trainees are guided believe that they are due to medical
or surgical hospital.In fact, this "trainee" is the experimenter, don't know any information about
the subjects, which he did not know that those people think he knows that they used to be
patient.Any during this period, therefore, the study on the interaction with the experimenter
accomplice difference can be summed up in the expectation of the subjects.In fact, those who
believe in yourself is marked, a former patients in the study, in the cooperative task during the talk
less, work is also poor.Not only that, the experimenters have also put this set of team members as
more tension and anxiety, and the experimenter accomplice does not know is how to assign each
group (Farina et al., 1971).- like this kind of situation, even if the physical and psychological has
cured, most people still have brand, this brand is induced by internal factors and external
factors.Internal factor is the mental illness experience ever, can't let go.External factors is the
discrimination and ridicule of others.There are the two factors, brand feeling there is.The main
solutions in internal factors, should walk yourself's road, let others say.Energy and focus on the
sublime ourselves, which still have time to care about what others say, burnish, with moral sense
to purify their negative emotions and morbid psychology.We should have such thinking, in the
world, the best people were talking about the bad words, there are some low quality people gossip
we also is very normal.Or should we use "looking angrily condemned, head bowed as a willing
ox", the two words of lu xun's words to treat those discrimination and ridicule.

"From the physical and chemical laws, itself is a product of natural evolution, ultimately
controlled by the same rules".This shows only part of the human characteristics, on the other hand,
in terms of human, the rule of law of human society and their own physiological the right direction,
or to the rules of the development of bad entirely in the hands of human beings, humans have the
ability to control the law of development, to make it perfect, let oneself physiology and social
positive health perfect direction.

California in the summer for a weekend, a whole sirens broke the college students' tommy



whitelaw quiet morning.A police car outside his home hurried to a screeching halt.Within minutes,
tommy was arrested because of a serious crime, someone read out his constitutional authority,
after a search, and put on the handcuffs.After registration and leave fingerprints, tommy
blindfolded, escorted Stanford county hospital.In prison, he was stripped naked, spraying
disinfectant, wear the same uniforms, overalls, uniforms, there is a before and after the said
identity number.Tommy turned into 647 prisoners.The other eight students also arrested so and
specify a different number.Tommy and his roommate with cell are all volunteers, and after they
saw the newspaper advertising services, agreed to participate in research, experience a period of
two weeks of prison life.Through the way of random flip a coin, some volunteers served as
prisoners assigned, others become the caretaker.All candidates have been a lot of psychological
testing, interview, selected from a large number of student volunteers, they were identified as
law-abiding ordinary ordinary, emotional stability, healthy body.Prisoners in prison all day, look at
the code of conduct rotating work 8 hours.Once the students accepted the randomly assigned to
what happens after their role?In a caretaker role, soft-spoken college became overbearing,
sometimes even cruel.The guards emphasizes the prisoners must unconditionally obey all the
rules.To do this, will lose a certain basic rights.At the start of the basic rights including reading,
writing, or with other cellmate chance to talk.Later, the slightest protest can also lead to losing
such as eating, sleeping, or wash the "fundamental rights".Violation of the rules will be punished
to do some humble, mechanical work, such as directly by hand to clean the toilet, when doing
push-ups guards standing on the prisoner's back, close confinement for several hours at a time.The
guards are always conceived some new tricks to get the prisoners feel humble.As a prisoner,
college students' psychological stability soon behavioral originally, the fate of the accidental
helplessly asked to quit.The gang were arrested in less than 36 hours, in a prisoner revolts abortion,
as one of the leader, 8412 prisoners morning started crying.He got some emotional, confusion, and
severe depression.The next day, three prisoners have similar symptoms of stress.There is a
prisoner, when parole board refused his parole request, his body up with factors of body and mind
of the rash.Participants are not told how to play a role, all participants were not visited real prison,
but they all learned something, know between powerful and powerless should interact.Guard is
such kind of people, they limit prisoners free, management the prisoner's behavior, make the
behavior of the prisoner is in our hands.In the face of powerful people of similar social structure of
the context of the prison inmates can only passive response.Resistance or compliance is the only
choice for the prisoners;Head a choice brings punishment, the second option leads to a loss of
independence and dignity.--, until today in development of social evolution, created by the
powerful people similar to the prison of the single situation of society should put an end to the
social structure.Social structure should be toward a reasonable and perfect evolution and
development.The expected and the efforts to achieve the social structure brings to the public
should have the following characteristics: a fair and just, reasonable, democracy, equality, freedom,
human rights and dignity.This kind of social structure is founded by the government and the public,
the government and the public is a relation of mutual restriction, supervise each other in order to
reduce the other party the opportunity to make a mistake.Any social structure is in the evolution
and development, if the social structure is not reasonable or not perfect place, we can think of
some way to prompt it to improve and perfect.

Drug take one over ten thousand of your life time to heaven, but brought the rest of your life



into the hell.No rush toward this moths flying, threw herself in this moths to
self-destruction.Drugs don't patronize people with outlook on life values, the human sense of
fulfillment is a sword to control drug.

Chains is itself made a sword, stab it to himself.A wise man's heart is free, is free.A fool their own
heart bound up, may not be at ease.Chains will not visit the wise, but a fool chains into her arms.

Life's biggest sorrow is still in regret at the time of death.The greatest happiness of life is in the
final close their eyes when can safely away.

Testing the physical distance is very easy, heart and heart distance is not so easy, two people are
close at hand, can and the heart may be thousands of miles apart.Two people are thousands of
miles apart, maybe close the heart and heart.Let's close the distance of each other, into each other
heart.

In the human sexual experience feelings of neutral ability play a small role, not play a major
role.And play a major role is self's subjective state of mind and emotions, the feeling of the
subjective feelings experience depends on the quality of the self's subjective state of mind and
emotion, experience refers to the quality of numbness, sexual excitement, sexual pleasure of
different degree.Subjective state of mind and emotions and rapidly changing, but these are not
real., for example, a man in love with a woman, they feel very happy and comfortable when
sexual life, after a period of time, the man is a new sweetheart, but also with the previous women
contact, when they have sex again, old woman or the old woman, didn't change, still so deeply in
love with this man, when having sex is like the original input, can a man feel changed, man and
the woman sex just muddle through, so no two people comfortable and happy together before.Is
suggesting that human beings feel influenced their sexual experience, visible this sexual
experience feelings, depending on their mood and emotions, and their own state of mind and
emotions is rapidly changing and not real.

Boston is expected to change IQ 】【 primary school teacher get news from the researchers,
the researchers tested found that some students belong to "learn to believe".Under the guidance of
the researchers, teachers believe that these special students is "in the current academic year will be
given the extraordinary intelligence highly mature man".In fact, the predict there is no objective
basis;These are the names of the men are randomly selected.However, by the end of the year, is
randomly named "young" children grew by an average of 22 30% IQ points!All IQ almost all
increased at least 10 points.As a result of the standard test of intelligence, the children in the
progress of intelligence scores are significantly higher than their classmates as control group, the
average IQ at first they are the same.-- the teacher only transform expectations into speech act and
expression, the students read out, give the students improve their motivation, expect itself does not
have the effect of ascension, to the student only transform expectations into speech act, to give the
students improve their motivation, then expect to play a role.However, teachers should guide the
students and hold, don't let the students have positive health motivation into pressure.Power
should be health, stress is unhealthy.Power is sustainable, the pressure is not sustainable.Power is
sustainable, beneficial health of body and mind, the harvest is more potential in life.Pressure can



temporarily boost their only, but at the expense of the physical and mental health, the harvest is a
negative state of life and mental illness.Health will make the world perfect dynamics and energetic,
all mankind will also let the world and all mankind release the positive enterprising spirit's color.

Structure pointed out that the concept of social reality, you can bring your own knowledge
and experience to explain the situation.Attribution theory tries to explain how people formed the
cause of the result of the activity, event or judgment.People often underestimate the situation
causes of behavior, overestimate orientation, this model is called the fundamental attribution
error.Members of the research indicates that the individualism culture may not easy to make such
mistakes.Since people prone to bias, they will success of orientation, will fail due to
situation.When people are expected to lead to real changes in the world, also is a self-fulfilling
prophecy.Likewise, when people's expectations that other behavior of the nature of the changes,
also in behavior.These two effects are limited by environment can obtain the objective
information.- the members of the culture of individualism may not easy to make fundamental
attribution error of this kind of mistake is that there is a problem, the personal individualism
culture if there is a moral wisdom, see things objectively, won't make this mistake.Avoid making
the inherent qualities of fundamental attribution error is see things objective of human wisdom and
moral character.Members of collectivist cultures there are several reasons why it is not easy to
make fundamental attribution error: in the collective to solve some problems, wisdom is a kind of
objective, is a kind of wisdom, it is not easy to the cause of the attribution errors.There is another
reason, there is no lack of in the collective team have see things objectively the wise people, most
of the time the team for their existence and avoid the foul by mistake.Even if the members of the
culture of individualism once left the team, dealing with problems alone, and the success or failure
attribution problem will still there will be a most people attribution error.Investigate its reason, is
not caused by collectivism culture and individualism culture attribution error.But to see things
objectively human wisdom and moral character in the play.

In the event of war, people often have such a tendency: looking for a crazy and evil
characters, such as Hitler.Arendt's aphorism, evil pedantic, dismissed as a kind of analysis: she by
observing the social power, how to understand the power of such easily encourage ordinary people
to do those terrible things.When individual into the collective, social psychological force is
applied to individuals, how in the history of mankind to create moments of the horror of horrors.-
social psychology will be applied to personal power, depends entirely on whether individual ideas
and follow blindly.In Japan's invasion of the Japanese soldiers, there is also a peaceful and kind,
the quality is derived from the individual culture and concept, and the ability to stick to their
beliefs, because they do not blindly follow, so the social psychological power does not apply to
them.In Japan's invasion of the Japanese soldiers, those who follow blindly because no personal
health positive cultural concept and firm faith so blindly.And they accepted the morbid collective
idea transformation, accepted some pathological concept of collectivism, such as concept of
militarism, warrior bushido idea, the narrow concept of morbid patriotic idea, the law of the jungle
and so on all the sick, the notion of self-destruction.We individuals should set up a firm, positive
and healthy cultural concepts and beliefs.Collectivism and full support of all sorts of all sorts of
positive and healthy cultural ideas and beliefs, when collective idea is sick, we must resist the
morbid collective idea, do not blindly follow, refused to social psychological forces act upon



them.

The root causes of altruistic behavior is derived from the individual positive and healthy
outlook on life values to offer various positive and healthy altruism and individual learning to
cultural concept and moral quality.

World rapidly changing, do not use rigid fixed view of the problem, because of the stiff the
authenticity of distorting the things the same way.Objective is a compass, true understanding of
things is to grasp things rapidly changing the lighthouse.

Produced in the inner charm is lasting, external charm just moment.Produced by cultural charm
with the fragrance of the knowledge produced by talented charm with the aroma of ability,
produced by altruistic charm is sending out the scent of moral, produced by the connotation of the
charm of sending out the scent of self-cultivation.Inner charm like a sijiqing, although appearance
is not as bright as the flowers bright, charm is like the spring water by roving through outside
introversion.

This world needs question, question is the basis for the development of social
evolution.Reasonable doubt need wisdom, no wise man either don't know the question, or random
question, question no technical skills.Of science reasonable doubt, will promote the development
of science, reasonable question of narrow outlook on life values, will only make the human more
progress.A wise man in solving a problem is not reasonable when it is right or wrong question.A
wise man will not perfect in all external circumstances, without any flaws or errors on some dream
of no practical value.

Like a zen ShenXiu satori gatha: body is a bodhi tree, the heart is a mirror.Frequently wipe
all the time, the mo make dye dust.For no perfect person, it is a kind of self-discipline, a kind of
sublimate into a perfect sense of basic training, not the basis of the deep, how can you once
enlightenment, how like a comer in huineng, life at the bottom, after having temper into one of
deep thought and wisdom, smell after five progenitor recite the diamond sutra "living" and the
heart, and once the enlightenment.Like a comer in huineng enlightenment ket: body is a bodhi tree,
mirror is not Taiwan.Where was empty, dye dust.This is a kind of perfect enlightenment.For
without foundation, or ShenXiu gatha more practical some enlightenment.For the foundation of
the people have been able to put "had no thing, where the dye dust" this round of all things to keep
life is.ShenXiu gatha is suitable for beginners, huineng gatha is suitable for the foundation of the
people have.

Break through the past is happy now, breakthrough now to have a perfect future.Beyond the self to
sublimate is a perfect sleep.

Day, month lang star dilute.Into the atrium, looking at the stars, they may meet?Thoughts can have
the end in one thousand?The air crisp, the thick shadow hydrophobic.Taste fragrant teas, theory of
ancient and modern, ginger female figure in today?All take leave sky solar terms.



Change is a process, a process of sublimation and degradation.Degradation of metamorphosis to
self-destruction, sublimation of metamorphosis to self-awareness.Chose self-destruction man is
stupid, the wisdom of the people would choose the evolution and self-awareness.

Reserve is a kind of polite, but more and more people like is at ease.Reserve the polite most
of the time, is redundant, he destroy atmosphere, let free to flee far away.Courtesy is not missing,
comfortable more not deviate.On the basis of comfortable manners will play attractive moral
charm, polite will wave spread, free.

Developed by the interest relationship is narrow, is a short-sighted, is unsustainable.By emotional
development of interpersonal relationship is healthy, is perfect, and is sustainable.Build up
relationship with feeling make society more harmonious, more love.By the interest build up
relationships that society is full of hypocrisy and deception.By pathological, built from the
relationships of narrow social moral degradation of human nature, will only make the planted
hidden danger to the development of society.Health perfect interpersonal relationship can make
moral humanity sublimation, to promote the healthy development of the society.

The underlying upper circles of life yearning for life circle, the high life circle, looking down at
the bottom with domineering attitude life circle.Circle of life to live he, you and I, when people
can break the circle of life, from the self ideology bottom and top life circle of people will join
hands together to create a suitable for their own survival datong society.

Self-sacrifice made me is a kind of moral integrity.Personal sacrifice to save others, but also a
noble morality.It takes courage to sacrifice, sacrifice is losing valuable life, leaving is eternal
carols.Is the so-called "death is heavier than mount tai, have light as a feather".

We should not set up in each other heart of defense, isolated from you I his psychological
distance, unprotected is a kind of wisdom, in the absence of dangerous fortification is a kind of
stupid.Psychological defence is a fort, fort cut off from external and internal emotional
feelings.Line will make us lose more friends, unprotected open will reduce the distance of the
heart and heart.No defense, and the sun will come into our mind, no defence, we will be more easy.

A fool's self-mockery let your self-image arch collapsed, the wise self-mockery in virtually set up
tall image.The assurance of self-mockery needs wisdom, or of the image is reduced, less is not
alleviate the effect of embarrassment to establish their own image.

The person should have a bottom line, the bottom line is a kind of principle, but also a moral.Life
without the bottom line is more easy to slide into the abyss of self-destruction, and the bottom line
can make those who have the moral principle to a screeching halt in front of the big mistake.The
bottom line is that morality and principle of the minimum standard, when human beings in the
moral bottom line despite and could do not to violate the moral error, and the law of natural law,
means the real human awakening.

Gentleman is a gentleman's behavior, is a moral quality.Gentleman is a kind of health actively



moral concept, humble this concept in humans, form a kind of moral character, reflect is cultivated
internal moral cultivation.

Flat open behavior such as flowing, wave spread like a great river east to go to, natural pentium
without hypocrisy, the gentleman being naked is also.Magnanimous man produces more happiness
and easy for fight magnanimous person to enjoy the feeling of, magnanimous man is a kind of
integrity, but also a moral quality.

Disorder is not set, the universe would disorderly mess.Order such as the axis, the universe
can't deviate from.Order such as the other shore, the universe can't lack.Order where there is a not
perfect person consumes cool, they believed that order constrained their freedom.Order bound is
human is not perfect, is not the freedom of man.Perfect people kick order to cloud nine but can not
in violation of the order, this is a kind of awakening and sublimation.

Three hundred and sixty line, line out of the top.Don't complain about career is not good, is your
ability is not strong, poor career also can appear inside again outstanding people.Career if wrong
don't complain, can be found by changing the objective environment slowly of the profession.Do a
line loves a line, cherish every job, every job can be our self-fulfillment stage.

Frustrated as the wise, the wise when tasting frustrated lonely, also in a frustrated lonely
experience their own mind.When frustrated light lonely this fall to lead China, cool leisurely wave
spread roving through from the inside out to each cell.Life unpleasant things nine times out of ten,
when optimism.Frustrated and all kinds of hardships, bring harm to the person, also brought
wealth to people at the same time, only stupid people cling to his gaze fixed on the pain, persistent
pain.The wise look to the solution to the problem, technology skills, accumulated a wealth of
experience and rules.

Taking pains is a kind of wisdom, it is a kind of life, can have fun at the people on the pain of is
open-minded, they reflect the extraordinary personality charm.Pain bring harm to the person when
they are wealth, as long as you have wisdom, you will find that the pain is just a temporary, but
bring you a lifetime of wealth.

The world has bole and swift horse, the horse a lot, but bole not often, so a lot of members
was not found, the late time.Someone in the world can be comparable to bole someone as the
horse, more people can bear bole and swift horse at the same time.Some people have the ability to
swift horse, some have the ability to bole, and moreover, the combination of two kinds of
ability.Talent is important, but found that people are more important.Itself is the talent people and
have found talent makes it harder to get.

If a person does not need sat cross-legged and achieved the same effect as sat cross-legged, this
person is really order, row sit lie all without exception is the science of uniting the, practice only
in word and deed, and even every thinking logic can reflect the difference between true
practitioners and false notion.True practitioners in live sit, in every line, in the eye, ear, nose
tongue body is selected, to be able to accumulate cultivate its own energy, integrity, cultivates the



solid element, stimulate their own potential.True monk eye ear nose and tongue body is zen,
meditation can let a person to gain energy and the real practice is to thoroughly understand the
human body, reduce energy consumption, understanding how to obtain and increase its own
energy.Do and say, how to live sit lie in line, in the eye, ear, nose tongue body selected for energy,
this is not just every practitioner should think the problem, this should be the whole world,
mankind should be thinking about, because this is related to human health and the development of
human potential.Cultivation is not narrowly defined as sat cross-legged, many did not understand
the notion of human body do not benefit from the practice.They blind blind practice, instead of
uniting the health body is more and more down, instead of a potential developed instead of uniting
into a evil know seen monsters in the society of cholera.Psychic if not for the social service, can't
call it the potential, can only call it the black magic.There are no morality and outlook on life
values of the practitioner, their lifetime pursuit is human body potential, specific function.They
don't know the human nature of moral cultivation is the core of all kinds of practice, practice to
practice so that they go up to build specific functions, their lifetime is not likely to attain
enlightenment.

Regardless of the gain or loss for a wise man is in the harvest wealth, for a wise man is losing
interest, can harvest is friendship.Missed a chance of success, is likely to reap more life experience
and experience.For the fool, they see the gain and loss in two, they don't have enough wisdom to
harmony view of the profit and loss.

What is Buddha?Make superstition says that is beyond all rules, monks say Buddha is some
dry excrement, shit is purulent blood.I said the Buddha with behavior and the inner speech
ideology, culture and ideology reflected, so the Buddha represents the truth.The superstitious man
put the Buddha on the shelf, they'll never go into the Buddha's mind world, superstition and
Buddha thought culture isolate them, although they practitioners or prayer every day, but their
lifetime also can't go into the minds of the Buddha's ideological culture and the world.The monks
to break these superstitious person's need, to break their idol is complex, so the Buddha said some
into dry excrement, shit purulent blood, the purpose is to let them wake up, let them by religious
worship into a doctrine of faith, let them to into the Buddha in the thought state, the inner
world.By explaining the truth in word and deed, so the Buddha is the embodiment of truth.So we
should not worship the Buddha's body (body), we should study the Buddha's ideology and culture.

Must he who sees through the world of mortals to learn the Buddha?Buddha lived in the
world of mortals, butter sauce vinegar.The world of mortals of Dover, her husband to come from
it.(one of Buddha's ten kinds of name is called the royal husband).He who sees through the world
of mortals are broken need rather than determination, using philosophy to break yourself of all the
things in the world of mortals need, such as money, power, morbid feeling or narrow feelings,
material and so on all need.After the break need to put all things and understand our relationship,
we can the truth of the reduction of objective things, we were able to correctly guide or use
everything service itself and serve the society, we can make all things towards natural, harmonious
and orderly development.

Must learn Buddha monks?Not only the Buddha in the temple, the devil is also from now



on.Why the temple, the world of mortals can do Buddha tao.Buddha's standard is to see if there is
any way in your heart, not see you have become.Family if not put their clinging to the things, it is
worse than a break the need for and in the family of the state.Monks, at home, no out.See if way to
identify the true learning Buddha is not at home and becoming a monk, but whether the humanity
moral there for real, and if there are not of the free and easy state of all things.

Buddhists can have a love life?His dead Buddha!If abandoned the human emotions and dead,
who had seen dead Buddha?Human emotion sincere emotion, love, all kinds of emotional health is
the foundation of the Buddha.Have no emotion to people like the walking dead, dead wouldn't
evolution and sublimation, as a walking dead man could not have evolved and
sublimation.Buddhism to abandon desires and emotions, to abandon desires is vulgar and
unhealthy emotion, is to let a person sublimation and awakening, and there are some wrong
understanding for enlightenment is to abandon all emotions, Buddha is not emotional.This
distortion and wrong understanding for some people can never go into the minds of the Buddha's
world.

Penance this way of self-training can let a person is hard to happy?Sakyamuni's also used
asceticism the training way to explore the truth of life, the universe eventually the Buddha gave up
the way of training and gave up the persistence of the heart, the Buddha to realize the true
meaning of life, the universe Buddha really gained relief, truly opened the road to
happiness.Penance means that a person has not yet been awakening consciousness, asceticism also
means that a person is exploring the true meaning of life, the universe asceticism means ascetic
people just walk in awakening a traveler on the road, they are not sleep, because they are still in
the exploration and research, so they haven't awakening and consciousness.

Buddhism believes that merits can to give back to others?Back to also can produce power, a
kind of information.Is not their own morality and sublimation, the merit of back to does not
directly effect on the back to the body.This to will only in back to back and be back to form a bond
between, formed a kind of information.Owing to back to the psychic force formed by the role of
the information force, back to and be back to will be in the case of karma ripe for this back to
produce the benign interaction.Qualities, though cannot be to others, but this kind of good
thoughts are stored in a form of information in the space-time information online, waiting for the
information work, back to the will and be back to move towards a direction, will be toward the
good direction.

Central plains hinterland, land is vast sky, although less see the mountains small of heroism,
but since it can give a person a kind of equality of all things of the sages.Since then, I wasted my
time, SanBaShi years.Poor is also rich material life is scarce, and often now, but the spiritual life
of abundance, whereon let my constant.A young father, my mother, dint stay home, raise three
siblings.September 18th time hair under heavy, ning shattered to awaken the life true meaning,
universe has 20 years, although we awaken something cosmic life, especially since lack of
sleep.Mention marriage, not a shrine, hard to find true love.In today's society, sex has been
flooded, nearly degenerate to the primitive society.Only hope the livelihood conceptions,
sublimation and evolution of marriage dawn.I can't accept the marriage for infidelity and lack of



trust, so a divorce.My heart only love, never lost.

Without beginning or end

Incarnation heaven overlooking the whole science for great kindness,

Soluble in mother everything prosperity of social commitment.

Under the great without

On May Day together, worthy,

Next to generative degrees.

Bitter HaiCi navigation

Willing to do big dipper the star,

According to break all lost the way.

List the different from

View, charming content into content destroyed and illusory illusion also to spurious.

The immortality of the material, a true dharmadhatu truthfully phase.

Overlooking a sentient beings, who die life, suffering illusion can whisper.

The truth of life without birth, information ontology.

Note: illusory illusion can real (all has Buddha nature, must be illusory illusion world lost
buddha-nature, lost heart).

Information ontology meaning of life, information is life after death will exist in the form of
information energy, no raw, without beginning or end).

Stroll one song happy songs, too.Not in vientiane, have also become nothingness.Whether all
is beautiful, free and unfettered from the heart.Heart since this free and unfettered, q, bound.

relief

A song of happy songs,

Walk too.



Born of nothing,

There are also changing nothing.

Whether all is beautiful,

Happy from the heart.

Heart since this free and unfettered,

Ask any bondage.

Easy to sing

Landscape from the vertical and horizontal,

Happy song without end.

And easy between heaven and earth,

Graced the skies.

The landscape,

Zen cleaves thick.

Actions such as running water,

Unruly earth.

Tao with yun (reason)

Prosperity of all things to the best of all of the features of the tao natural harmonious and orderly,

Samhain JiXuan reveals the mystery of the tao to open convenient practice.

The field adjustable

Isn't a learned scholar learned scholar in this field is a farmer,

Production would be eight dou I am the sea of corn.

Put this to use



Tao scholarly intoxicate, sentiment and metallurgy, I put the elegant drinks for months.

Accor moral fragrance, style, also with DE fang to eclipse.

Without out into the

Into the world of mortals he who sees through the world of mortals in law at ease,

Live in the world love in the world full of love again.

Without that st.

Ordinary of love to the world of mortals self-indulgence

Sages such as no spiritual sublimation.

Hid in Zambia

Jinxi DangJin brave fool compassion of all ages,

Heart can void the vows wong in-depth.

The view sound great

Willow light wave dew vanity,

Its bitter man qiankun compassion.

Samantabhadra praise

For all the big line no tired,

Give method to ship the things around.

Manjusri praise

Wisdom like days lang qiankun Meng fool go without a trace,

True liberation vanity method like bao xuan outwards.

Method the sound LeiZhen

The blessed one voice singing the big lion roared out upright man qiankun



Filled with compassion and joy

Prajna deep lines carefully holds the mirror reflected the void

Comfortable harmony liberation

Prick silk this concept are popular and be part of the application, because the concept of
application prick silk can let a person feel free from the constraints of his social rules, let yourself
feel more free, allow yourself to feel more happy, let oneself feel more relaxed.This concept is not
positive energy prick silk, although prick silk let people get from the psychological adjustment,
the release of the part of the negative emotions, but the concept of sublimation evolution and prick
silk.We should create a better, healthier, more perfect concept, you can let our sublimation and
evolution, will also be able to meet our's pursuit of freedom, happiness, and can let us thoroughly
relax.

At noon on October 15, 1975, a baby boy born with confusion about life in the yanzhao earth

In the little spent his childhood gray

In the vibrant heavy under 18 youth against the sky

Pieces ning also understands to the true meaning of life

The moon and stars are available for me to prove

I use the high affirmation over my foolish ignorance of childhood

Go to the youth

Go to the adult

As long as life is not over yet

I would like to infinite

As long as this world there is a life without awareness

I will learn a great earth treasure bodhisattva

Buddha rather as a Buddha

The great cause of education



Make all the life consciousness and liberation

My life goes on

My vows

I want to use the identity of the ordinary people to prove that enlightenment is not a monk

Daily necessities can still out of the Buddha in the same sense

As long as you have confidence

Through hard anyone can all be like the Buddha

I would like to infinite

I want to learn from all the people who articulate

I want to achieve fluency

With the expression of justice out-argue all evil evil expression and knowledge

Comments concise into handfuls of the blade of justice

To all the demons heretics

As long as life continues

I have infinite

I will do my life go to effort to finish my vows

As long as life continues

I can not tired

I will do my life to fulfill my vows

"The line is ready to end"

The common one



Moral-mind secularity gradually in photograph reflect reality of both natural harmony and
harmony

Born happiness in the accession of zen and the self clean each relief

Since the DuDu people

Moral-mind was taken gradually keep motionless statue of no spring, summer, autumn and winter

Sad wisdom double luck big CiShi regardless of north and south, east and west

The nature of the tao

The wind has no intention to Buddha

White clouds show moral-mind. Gradually along with the gender

The play inscription

Wen xin JianQi between heaven and earth

The bright moon grilled YangWanLi mountain

If you greet JunXin

To green blue sky

enlightenment

But to give up my heart trouble

The wisdom of its brightest

Worry is the bodhi

Troubles at now

The bodhi appropriate to

Release all worries



In the method at ease

Surrender heart trouble

Rational mind now

Trouble getting wealth

Adversity to wisdom border

If no me

Diameter into a lotte

inflow

Lay down a bound

JingQu complete liberation

Don't over land

Wanli the sun cloud ink shadowing

Heart is reflected light things

Asked if the world of mortals

Pedal lotus out of the weight off

Like the snow

White jade flying cloud nine

Snow-white had boundless

Are interested in the heart to give Iraq

Only dye to the world

State of mind as



The xuan curtain masato to noise

Qiming calls the embarassment

Secularity moral-mind two phase gradually

State of mind in harmony lotte

Great Buddha

Such as come this is a common species

As for authenticity

Study of sophora moral-mind established gradually

Enlightenment after the beginning of great night's sleep

Don't like nirvana

Love the world of mortals don't like nirvana

Because her husband vows deep

There is no need to persuade the permanent, please

Retinues world Ann moral-mind. Gradually

Don't fail to destroy shi hong

Will retinues become pure land

Compassion joy endless meaning

Line may not tired again

Note: one of Buddha's ten kinds of name call the husband

Ann lived



The bodhi heart everywhere

Compassion intrepid always

Moral-mind secularity supple also gradually

Bliss retinues

inductive

White jade flying brainpower-computer silvery white

Too much dye sore

Cold and the wind swaying dance

Zen and pure heart tea

Winter is magpie singing huang LvLv

XuanYin song out of the winter came

The diameter deep and remote cold feet even only

Retinues world unruly indifferently

zen

Huacai world cleaves the bodhi

Silent heart deliverance for the machine

enlightenment

Into the eye is a flower or grass

The beautiful things around line means the dojo

Battle sword line

Hands down shadowbane



Battle righteousness between heaven and earth

Evil is away

Haoqi all day

Free and easy battle sword line

Unruly remained on the earth

Nothing is as

Buddha common two polling and

Inscription XianFu play

Upright way

This is a common kind of

The pursuit-of-truth moral-mind established gradually

After enlightenment enlightenment

Line may swear with

If you have not become Buddha

Will be down in the world

Think all over

Nano light across ten world Buddha's light shines

Matt CangXiong void reactivity of closed

Don't persistent

About change

The top of board with no abortion yan float

As no broken heart



Buddha wisdom sea is always no

GanHe

Lotus water even infinite

Suspected up do

If you will be my heart lotus nut

Clean with no dye in the mud

Jin Gangzan

You watched the world with angry eyes all ugly evil

You use a fearless attitude the envy of all the demons heretics

Your compassion the intrepid let all ugly evil with fear

Your angry face mask for your kind and compassionate heart

In fact, people who know you know

Do you have a gentle heart

You love all life

You tell all evil evil with angry eyes

Justice is indestructible

Justice is invincible

Let all the people come into your inner world

Feel your angry expressions under the disguise of a hot heart for life

We love you

Love you the kind of compassion



We love you

Love you detest evil

Mo of bitter

Prajna ship at large

Pain is a land of bliss

Yihong deep vows

Pain on a boat may all beings are on the other shore

Vanity is the pure land retinues by lotus

To believe that the authority do not superstition authority, to keep on questioning of authority
and the authority discourse verification.

No, it is no use learning without thinking

Often think of sophora sages

Fine view supreme enlightenment

Thinking is the premise of enlightenment, without thinking of enlightenment is a kind of
psychological hint and fantasy.

Great Buddha teachings

Realize the once

Since the DuDu prajnaparamita boat.

We have the ability to control their own fate, why should we let fate dominated by
others?Control the fate of the people, positive and wisdom by the destiny control negative and
stupid.Sublimation or degradation, and go to heaven or hell is completely determined by myself,
so we have to do a masters of fate, the sublimation of perfect themselves constantly.

Line no tired

Method through qiankun vomit a long tongue

Retinues by lotus vanity degree
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